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PREFACE.

This little volume contains the
lives of Generals Brown, Ripley, and

Pike, written with special reference
to popular use and intended for popu-
lar instruction. These eminent men
all distinguished themselves by their

services in the last war with Great
Britain. General Brown, coming fresh

from the ranks of the people, self-edu-

cated and unpatronized, by his own
extraordinary merit and abilities rose

to the highest military rank in the

gift of the government. General

Ripley, leaving a lucrative profession,

plunged into the blood and dust of

the late war, won imperishable
laurels by noble exploits, and then,

laying aside his military rank, re-
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turned to the practice of his profes-

sion, in which he ended his useful

and honourable life. General Pike
had served his country efficiently m
the army before the commencement
of the late war

;
and he was among

its earliest and most lamented victims,

falling gloriously, like Warren, in the

arms of victory.
The perusal of the lives of these

eminent men is calculated to impress
on the minds of American youth
lasting lessons of patriotism and pub-
lic spirit.



LIFE OF

JACOB BROWN.

EARLY LIFE.

L

Major-General Brown was,
in the true signification of the term,
a practical man, calculated for the

management of weighty concerns.

It is apparent, as well from the na-

tive texture of his mind, as from
the decision and general cast of his

character, that he was formed by
nature for a man of business. He
was one of those privileged indivi-

duals, who, possessing capabilities

peculiar to themselves, seemed des-
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fined to attain to important ends,

independently ofthe ordinary means
of achievement. The favourite of

nature rather than the dependent
nursling of education, he did not

require the constant result of expe-
rience and discipline to become
wise and skilful, nor the usual

course of gradation to rise to emi-

nence. In most of his undertaking's

he perceived, by the force of a

strong natural sagacity, the short-

est and readiest way to success, and

seldom failed to attain it, oftentimes

creating extraordinary means of

accomplishment where common
ones were wanting.

Although enamoured of peaceful

life, and eminently calculated for

its business enjoyments, his highest
talent was, perhaps, for war. His
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brilliant career has shown him to

be possessed of all those qualities
and fitnesses for command, that be-

long to the character of an able

captain, and of which a daring
courage is one of the lowest. Vim-
lant and enlightened, enterprising
and full of resources

;
neither se-

duced into relaxation by the smiles

of prosperity, nor shaken in his

purposes by the frowns of adversi-

ty ; prompt in deciding, vigorous
and resolute, yet cool in executing ;

sagacious in discovering the views

of the enemy, dexterous and happy
in concealing his own

; thoroughly

acquainted with human nature, not

so much from the study of books,
as from the more certain and in-

structive study of man
; possessing

so perfect a self-command, as to be
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able to meet, without reluctance,

the severest privations and denials

that are incidental to the life of a

soldier : add to these, a sense of ho-

nour lofty and chivalrous, a consti-

tution of body peculiarly calculated

for deeds of hardihood, capable of

enduring heat and cold, abstinence

and fatigue, vigilance and continued

attention, in a degree that to most

men would be overwhelming and

impracticable. Such is a summa-
ry of the character of him whose
life and transactions we shall brief-

ly detail.

Thus endowed by nature with

those choice and lofty qualities

which bestow on their possessor a

fitness for command, it is not, per-

haps, to be regarded as a matter

of surprise, that the subject of this
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article attained eminence with more

rapidity, and much less aid from

technical discipline, than are usual-

ly attendant on military promotion.

It will hereafter appear that, from

the condition of a private citizen,

totally unversed in the science of

arms, he rose, at four steps, and in

little more than three years, to the

distinguished rank of major-gene-

ral of the army of the United

States. To render his advance-

ment the more striking, he was

upwards of half this time a militia

officer, and the country was hap-

pily in a state of peace, two cir-

cumstances which concurred to

prevent the display of his talents

for war, and to retard the course

of his military promotion. Under

a different state of things, his career
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might have been still more rapid
and signal.

Jacob Brown was born in Bucks

county, Pennsylvania, a few miles

below Trenton, where his father

was for many years a respectable
farmer. His ancestors, both pa-
ternal and maternal, had been for

several generations of the society
'

of Quakers, some of them conspi-
cuous in the circle wherein they
moved for good sense, piety, and
moral worth : the former were

among the earliest settlers of the

colony, having emigrated from

England with William Penn, and
followed his fortunes to his infant

establishment planted amidst the

wilds and savages of the new world.

Like Washington, therefore, and

Greene, Wayne, and Putnam, and
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the other distinguished heroes of

the revolution, the subject of this

memoir is purely American.

Of the early years of young
Brown we know but little. All

we are given to understand is, that,

considering his opportunities, which

were very limited, he pursued

learning with zeal and perseverance
and acquired it with facility. Nor
do circumstances permit us to ques-
tion the fact ; for, at the early age
of eighteen, we find him intrusted

with the direction of a respectable
school at. Crosswicks in New Jer-

sey.

RESIDENCE IN NEW YORK CITY.

In that situation he continued,

much to his reputation and not a

little to his advantage, till about the
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age of twenty-one, when he made
a visit, on business, to the western

country, and passed two years in

what is now the state of Ohio, re-

siding principally in the neighbour-
hood of Cincinnati. We are in-

formed, but will not vouch for the

fact, that he was there employed
in the capacity of a surveyor of

land. Soon after his return from

that interesting section ofthe Union,
in which, wild and uncultivated as

it then was, he still found resources

for the improvement of his mind,
he was induced to remove to the

city of New York. He there, at

the particular instance ofthe society
of Friends, taught their public
school for several years, with great
credit to himself, and to the entire

satisfaction of those who employed
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him. During this period his indus-

try and exertions were strenuous
and unremitting. While instruct-

ing others, he overlooked no source,
he neglected no opportunity of self-

improvement. With a "view to

cultivate his talent for public speak-
ing, he joined a respectable debating
society, of which he soon became
a conspicuous member. The daily
papers were also occasionally en-
riched by political essays from his

pen, which attracted no inconsider-
able share of attention. He, at one
time, meditated entering on the

profession of the law, but, on ma-
ture deliberation, relinquished his

intention, believing himself to be
better qualified for more active

pursuits. Whether even now the

busy scenes of
military life did not
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present themselves to his view in

distant prospect, might well be

questioned.
Nor is the presump-

tion that they did the less probable.

BROWN A FARMER IN WESTERN
NEW YORK.

The fortunes of most men who

have figured in the world have

been determined by accidental,

oftentimes by trivial, occurrences.

This truth was manifested in the

case of Mr. Brown. While resi-

dent in New York, he became

casually acquainted with a land-

agent, whose concern lay on the

waters and in the vicinity of Lake

Ontario. Having negotiated
with

that gentleman a contract for a few

thousand acres of what was then

a wilderness, he set out in the year
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1799 to form a settlement on his

new purchase. By this arrange-
ment a foundation was laid for the

eminence and honours he has since

attained, and the substantial bene-

fits he has conferred on his country.
Placed on a new and spacious

theatre of-action, his energies were

unfolded with the widening of his

prospects. His activity and intel-

ligence, his knowledge of men and

talents for business, soon rendered

him a leading character in all mat-

ters of public concern. By the

wisdom and ability with which he

conducted his affairs, his own in-

terests and those of the proprietors
of lands in his neighbourhood weie

alike promoted. By his influence

in the legislature of the state, seve-

ral salutary and important laws
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I

were passed in relation to the
1

opening of roads, the erection and

; organization of new counties, and
: various other points essentially
i connected with the improvement
I

ofthe country. During this period,

I

so necessarily replete with engage-
ments and avocations accordins;

but little with studious habits, he

was not inattentive to the cultivation

of his mind, as preparatory to other

and higher destinies. To add to

his information in the science of

government, and the further to

mature his knowledge of man, con-

sidered in a civil and social capa-

city, he assiduously devoted a por-
tion of his time to the study of

ancient and modern history.

Among his other acquirements,

having distinguished himself as an
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enlightened and practical farmer,
Mr. Brown was elected in the year
1808 a member of the Agricultural
and Philosophical Society of the

State of New York. From about
this period may be dated the com-
mencement of his public character.

In the course of the succeeding
year, he was appointed to the com-
mand of a regiment of militia, the

first military station he had ever
filled. Applying himself now to

the study of arms with the same
ardour which had hitherto marked
his peaceful pursuits, he soon mani-
fested talents conclusive of the fact,
that he was calculated for an officer

of no ordinary standing. He was,
accordingly, in the spring of 181 1,

promoted to the rank of brigadier-

general.
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WAR WITH GREAT BRITAIN.

War with Great Britain bavins;

commenced in the year 1812, the

country around Lake Ontario being
a frontier and important situation,

was necessarily destined to become
a theatre of early and active mili-

tary operations. Arrangements
were consequently made by govern-
ment to meet the pressure of ex-

pected events. Of the first detach-

ment of New York militia called

into the service of the United States,

General Brown had the command
of a brigade. It is but justice to

him to state, that he was selected

to this arduous and responsible

situation, from the well-known

firmness and efficiency of his cha-

racter, connected with his accurate
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knowledge of the country that was

likely to become in a short time the

theatre of war. He was not re-

garded as a sunshine patriot, a

mere parade-day officer, whose

ruling passion was the vanity of

being gazed at in military dress.

He was considered as one qualified

to meet the shock of battle, with

the intelligence of a commander
and the gallantry of a soldier.

Nor was it long till events occurred

to prove the correctness of public

opinion.

DEFENCE OF OGDENSBURGH.

The general's first command

being by far too extensive for the

number of his troops, was, in an

eminent degree, laborious and em-

barrassing. It embraced the whole
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line of frontier from Oswego to St.

Regis, a distance of more than
three hundred miles. Within this

line was, included the important
post of Sackett's Harbour, the

security of which, being essential

to the success of ulterior operations,
constituted the first object of his

attention. Having fortified this in

the best manner his time and scanty
means would allow, he reconnoi"-

tered in person the shores of the

St. Lawrence, and, with equal
promptness and skill, provided, as
far as practicable, for the defence
of the country. His transportation,
a short time afterwards, of a party
of four hundred men from Sackett's

Harbour to Ogdensburgh, mani-
fested a firmness of purpose and
an intrepidity of spirit, which but
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few even of the hardiest soldiers

possess. The roads were impas-
sable for baggage and artillery, and

the enemy were in undisputed pos-
session of the lake and river. On
the subject of a passage by water

there existed but one opinion : an

attempt at it was considered as

fraught with destruction. The

general, however, having been or-

dered to proceed, was bent on

obedience, and neither the front of

danger nor the voice of remon-
strance could shake his resolution.

He, accordingly, embarked with

his troops in the best flotilla he
could provide for the purpose, and,
determined to fight his way through
whatever might oppose him, ar-

rived in safety at his place of

destination. In this daring enter-
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prise he actually achieved what the

boldest might well have hesitated

to attempt. While stationed at

Osdensbursh he so sailed and

harassed the enemy, in their navi-

gation of the St. Lawrence, th t,

impatient of further annoyan< e,

they fitted out a formidable expe-
dition for his capture or destruction.

The number ofmen they despatch d

on this enterprise was upwards of

eight hundred, commanded by some

of their best officers, and provided
with everything deemed necessary
to insure success. The American

force opposed to them was less than

four hundred. Notwithstanding
this vast numerical difference, so

judicious were the arrangements
of General Brown, and so deadly
the fire with which he received the
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enemy, that he forced him to re-

treat precipitately, with considera-

ble loss in boats and men, not one

of his party having received even

a wound. No further attempts
were made to dislodge him during

his continuance at that post.

CAMPAIGN OF 1813.

His term of service having soon

afterwards expired, the general re-

turned to his family at Brownville,

and resumed, as heretofore, his

agricultural pursuits. But with

the talents and qualifications for

war which he had recently exhi-

bited, it was not to be expected

that, in a time of danger, and on a

frontier establishment, he would

be suffered to remain in the enjoy-
ment of repose. He was often-
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times consulted on military matters

by the officers commanding in the

district wherein he resided, to

whom his advice was essentially

serviceable, and who never failed

to regard it with respect and defe-

rence. But on occasions of emer-

gency, warriors must act as well

as counsel. We accordingly, in

the spring of 1813, find General

Brown again in the field, and once

more intrusted with the defence of

Sackett's Harbour, which was
menaced by a serious attack from

the enemy.

DEFENCE OF SACKETt's HARBOUR.

At the time of the attack on

Sackett's Harbour, which was
made on the 29th of May, 1813,

by -Sir George Prevost, at the head
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of twelve hundred veteran troops,
ai( ed by the skill and bravery of
hi whole staff, General Brown
Wi s not

officially in
military com-

m; rid. Having, in the capacity
of brigadier of the militia, com-
pleted his tour of duty in the pre-

ceding campaign, he had retired to
his estate at Brownville, where he
was employed in the superintend-
ence of his private affairs. Still,

however, being situated on the

lines, and his competency being
known and highly appreciated, his

services as a citizen were claimed

by government, to give notice of
the force and movements, and to

ascertain, as far as practicable, the
intentions of the enemy. It was
ordered, moreover, by the proper
authority, that, in case of an attack
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on the harbour, he should repair

immediately to the scene of action,

assume the command, and conduct

the defence. Signals of alarm

were accordingly agreed on, and

other points relating to their requi-
site co-operation in the expected

conjuncture, settled between Gene-

ral Brown and Lieutenant-Colonel

Backus, who, in the absence of his

senior officers, commanded the

post.
It is necessary to remark that,

with the exception of two hundred

invalids, and two hundred and
fifty-

dragoons, who had lately arrived,

our regular troops had been all

withdrawn from Sackett's Harbour,
and were now employed in an en-

terprise against Fort George. Nor
was this all. For the better equip-
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ment of the expedition up the lake,
General Wilkinson had dismantled
of nearly all their ordnance, both
the batteries on shore and such of
the ships of war as he had left be-
hind him. Thus was a most
important post, with a vigilant and
powerful enemy in its

vicinity, left

to the defence of a few soldiers of
infirm health, a handful of dis-

mounted dragoons totally unversed
in the tactics of infantry, and such
volunteer militia from the surround-

ing country as might be embodied
on a pressing and sudden emer-
gency. But it was so ordered that
the whole was left under the super-
intendance of an officer whose
presence and individual services

proved a host in themselves.
All things remained quiet until
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the night of the 27th of May, when
the alarm-guns were heard, and

shortly afterwards a messenger
arrived at General Brown's quar-

ters, about eight mi!es from the

Harbour, with information that the

enemy's fleet from Kingston was

observed in motion. Not a mo-

ment was to be lost. After taking
the most prompt and energetic
measures to call out the militia

from the neighbouring district, the

general hastened to the post of dan-

ger. In the course of the twenty-
eio-hth, he saw assembled around

him from five to six hundred men,
fresh from their homes, not one of

whom, perhaps, had ever faced an

enemy in the field or heard the

sound of a hostile ball. In regu-
lars and militia, of the description
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we have mentioned, the army of
defence amounted now to nearly a
thousand.

On the
twenty-eighth the enemy

appeared in force in the
offing, but

did not make any attempt toland
Fortunately for the defenders, there
was but one place where a landino-
was practicable. Here General
Brown had a breastwork thrown
up, surmounted by a piece of field-

artillery. Throughout the ni<rht of
the

twenty-eighth he was perfectlyon the alert. His
troops slept on

their arms, while he himself re-
connoitred in person the shores of
the harbour.

With the dawn of the
twenty-

ninth, the enemy was discovered
pressing for the shore. The gene-
ral prepared for their reception by
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posting his militia behind the breast-

work thrown up near to the water's

edge, while the regulars and a few

volunteers who formed in line with

them under the command of Lieu-

tenant-Colonel Backus, were drawn

up at a considerable distance in

the rear.

As the enemy's boats advanced,
the militia betrayed no signs of

fear, but even appeared cheerful,

and anxious for the conflict. The

general, knowing his position to be

good, and persuading himself that

the hearts of his soldiers were firm,

anticipated a speedy and glorious
result. His orders were, to suffer

the foe to approach within pistol-

shot, and then, with deliberate and

deadly aim, to open on him at once

with the field-piece and musketry.
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The orders were executed with

great precision, and the first fire was

inconceivably destructive. Several
British officers and many men were
seen to fall, evident disorder pre-
vailed among the boats, and for a
moment their advance appeared to

be checked.

From a commencement so pro-
mising, everything was to be hoped.
But, to the utter disappointment
and mortification of the general,
before half of the militia had fired
a second round, he saw them all,
without distinction, as if seized by
a strange and simultaneous panic,
abandon the contest and fly with

precipitation. For a time dismay
and confusion prevailed. All efforts
to stop the

flight of the troops were
at first

unavailing. At length,
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however, by the activity and good
conduct of Captain M'Knitt, about

a hundred of them were rallied,

and formed in line with the regu-

lars and volunteers, who still kept

their ground, ready to act as cir-

cumstances might require.

The enemy debarked without fur-

ther opposition,
and immediately

commenced his march towards the

village. But he was little aware

of the opposition he had to encoun-

ter. A Spartan band was still be-

fore him, prepared for death but

not for dishonour. By this hand-

ful of heroes, (for
such they proved

themselves to be), amounting at the

utmost to about five hundred men,

he was received with such a firm

front and destructive fire, as dead-

ened his advance and shook his
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resolution. On the American side

the volunteers and even that por-
tion of the flying militia rallied by
Captain M'Knitt seemed now to vie

with the regulars in deeds of valour.

Although compelled to fall back by
the superior weight of the British

columns, they bravely disputed

every inch of ground, and evinced
a determination not to yield. They
at length took possession of a few

log huts, built for the winter
accommodation of the soldiers,
whence they kept up a continued
and deadly fire, and from which
the enemy by all his efforts was
unable to dislodge them.

Struck with admiration at the

conduct of these brave men, Gene-
ral Brown, who had been every-
where present with them, deter-
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mined on a final, which happily

proved a successful, effort in their

favour. Being informed that the

militia, who, at the beginning of

the contest, had so precipitately

fled, had not yet entirely dispersed,

but were still in sight of the battle-

ground, in company with a few

more who had just arrived from

the country, he resolved to make
another attempt to recall them to

their duty.

Accordingly, after exhorting his

few gallant associates who still

kept in check the whole British

force, amounting to more than

twice their number, to be mindful

of themselves and hold out to the

last, he hastened in person to the

fugitive militia, who were assem-

bled at a distance eyeing the con-
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flict. After sternly reproaching
with cowardice and dishonour both
officers and men, many of whom
shed tears at the rebuke of their

general and the recollection of their

conduct, he ordered them instantly
to form and follow him, threatening
the first act of disobedience with

immediate death. The order was
no sooner issued than obeyed.

Finding himself now at the head
of three or four hundred troops, on
whose firmness in action he was
still unwilling to rely, he deter-

mined to attempt by stratagem
what he had not force sufficient to

achieve in open combat. He ac-

cordingly ordered this body of
militia to pass silently through a
distant wood, thus counterfeiting an
effort to conceal their movement,
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yet still keeping in sight of the field

of battle, that they might be cer-

tainly seen, toward the place of

landing, as if to turn the flank of

the enemy, fall in his rear, and

take possession of his boats.

The scheme succeeded beyond

expectation. Sir George Prevost,

feeling himself very roughly han-

dled in front, and suspecting an

attempt to place him between two

fires and cut off his retreat, aban-

doned the contest and hurried to

his boats, leaving behind him all

his killed and many of his wound-

ed. General Brown being in no

condition to press on his rear, but

making a bold demonstration as

if preparatory to that effect, suffer-

ed him to embark without much
molestation. In a short time the
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enemy was under way from the

American shore, after havins; sus-

tamed a heavy loss, and without

achieving by his own act a single

object for which his expedition had
been set on foot.

The Americans, however, be-

sides the fall of several brave men
in action, suffered also during the

conflict no inconsiderable loss in

property and effects. By the rash-

ness and misconduct of certain

timid individuals, who considered
the capture of the place inevitable,
the public stores and barracks were
set on fire and entirely consumed
with all their contents. In these

buildings were contained, besides

a large amount of provisions and

military equipments originally our

own, all the property once the
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enemy's, but now belonging to the

Americans by right of conquest,
that had been recently brought
from the capture of York.

Nothing; could have occurred to

demonstrate more fully the firm-

ness and good conduct of the regu-
lars and volunteers, than the burn-

ing; of these buildings. The event

took place during the heat of battle,

the conflagration was in open view

of the troops engaged, and was
believed by them for a time to have

been effected by a party of the

enemy who had gained their rear.

Notwithstanding this, they main-

tained the contest with an intre-

pidity unmoved, although expecting

every moment to find themselves

situated between two fires. The
British forces, more prudent, re-
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treated precipitately on the mere

prospect of being placed in a simi-

lar situation.

General Brown having proved,
under Providence, by his persever-

ing firmness and personal exertions,

the immediate and evident instru-

ment of saving Sackett's Harbour,
was soon afterwards rewarded for

such eminent services with the rank

of brigadier in the regular army.
Before closing this narrative it

would be unjust not to observe,

that, considering all things relating

to the condition and conduct of the

militia in the affair of Sackett's

Harbour that these troops were

unusually green in service, being
but a few hours from the bosom of

their families that, although they
fled ingloriously on the first ap-
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proach of the enemy, yet that a

portion of them rallied immediate-

ly, and fought with gallantry and
effect during the remainder of the

action, while the rest, instead of

entirely dispersing and hastening
to their homes, which were not far

distant, continued near the battle-

ground, and suffered themselves to

be afterwards reassembled and led

on to a bold and important demon-
stration that the sight of a confla-

gration in the rear of those engaged
in action, supposed at the time to

be the work of the enemy, did not

for a moment shake their firmness

or diminish their ardour consider-

ing these things, it would be injus-

tice not to admit, that, in the affair

we are considering, the militia en-

gaged were much more entitled to
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praise than censure. A very few

instances excepted, it is difficult to

mention any case of open conflict

with regulars troops, in which mili-

tia entirely undisciplined have con-

ducted themselves with an equal
degree of steadiness and valour.

APPOINTED BRIGADIER-GENERAL.

General Brown, returning once

more to private life, amidst the

plaudits and congratulations of his

fellow-citizens, and accompanied by
a pleasing consciousness of having
contributed, not ineffectually, to the

interests of his country, was offered,

in reward of his services, and as

an acknowledgment of his worth,
the command of a regiment in the

regular army. This offer the ge-
neral unhesitatingly declined, from
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motives which were perfectly cor-

rect and honourable. The accept-
ance of it would have necessarily
contracted his sphere of action,

placed him below officers whom
he might then command, and, as

the regiment in his offer was yet
to be raised, a considerable time
must have elapsed before he could

possibly have taken the field. In

plain terms, being possessed of the

pride and ambition of a soldier, he
felt himself entitled to a higher

rank. Nor was it loner till the

government of his country concur-
red with him in opinion, and ap-

pointed him a brigadier-general in

the army of the United States.

The first service in which Gene-
ral Brown was eno-ao-ed under his

new appointment, was novel and
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arduous, and required for its ac-

complishment the exertions of not

only a man of ample resources of

mind, but of one accustomed to the

management ofimportant concerns.

It was the superintendence and di-

rection of the arrangements for

transporting from Sackett's Har-
bour down the St. Lawrence, the

army commanded by General Wil-
kinson in the autumn of the year
1813, in the abortive expedition for

the reduction of Montreal. For
the completion of these arrange-
ments from the time of their com-

mencement, only three weeks were

allowed, a space which would seem

utterly insufficient for the perform-
ance of a service so complicated
and extensive. But talents, system,
and industry combined, are compe-
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tent to everything short of a mira-

cle : and it was such a combination

that enabled General Brown to per-

form satisfactorily this eminently
difficult and responsible duty, in

even less than the allotted time.

In the expedition down the St.

Lawrence, and during the course

of the winter that succeeded, the

duties and services in which Gene-

ral Brown was engaged were of the

utmost importance to the operations
and well-being of the army, and in

all of them he acquitted himself

with distinguished reputation. Firm-

ness under misfortune, and inde-

fatigable perseverance when diffi-

culties presented themselves, were

among the conspicuous traits in

his character. He manifested a

spirit alike invincible in the pre-
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sence of an enemy, and under the

hardships incidental to military life.

The example of activity, vigilance,

and hardihood which his conduct

presented to both officers and sol-

diers, was not among the least of

his benefits to the service.

In descending the St. Lawrence,
General Brown commanded the

elite of the army, and, at French

Creek, repulsed, with his own bri-

gade, a naval armament of consi-

derable force, despatched from

Kingston to impede his progress.
On passing the British fort at

Prescott he was officer of the day,
and to his skill and conduct, on

that occasion, is to be attributed, in

a great measure, the safety of the

army. His command was soon

afterward* detached in advance, on
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the difficult and highly responsible

duty of opening and preparing the

way for the main army. The

report of General Williams, touch-

ing the manner in which that ser-

vice was performed, embraces all

that can be said of the excellence

of an officer. In the disastrous

affair at Williamsburg, on the

eleventh of November, he was not

present ;
no part, therefore, of the

misfortunes of that day are ascrib-

able to him.

On the abandonment of Canada

by the American forces, an event

which soon afterwards succeeded

General Wilkinson being se-

riously indisposed, and the other

senior officers exchanging the hard-

ships of a camp, and the rigours of

a northern winter for th luxuries
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and pleasures of civil life in a mild-

er climate the command of the

army devolved on General Brown.
From the inclemency of the

season, and the want of all the

comforts and most of the necessa-

ries of subsistence, the condition of

the troops was at first deplorable.
But by the exertions of the com-

manding general, aided by General

Swartwout, of the staff, it was soon

ameliorated. Comfortable huts

were provided, the erection of

which General Brown superin-
tended in person, while General

Swartwout was indefatigable in

procuring supplies of provisions
and clothing. Thus passed the

winter, though not without trying

hardships, yet with much less suf-

fering; than could have been rea-
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sonably expected in an army
abandoned to its fate by those who

ought to have been present to pro-
vide for its wants. In a military

point of view, moreover, its aspect
was such as to command respect
from a menacing foe. By his ar-

dent and persevering devotion to

their comfort and interests, and the

wisdom and ability which he dis-

played in promoting them, not

more in their encampment, than

during their toilsome and exposing
march on their return to Sackett's

Harbour, General Brown rendered

himself deservedly the idol of the

army, and rose not a little in the

esteem of the nation. As a reward

for his past services, and in full

anticipation that, should his life be

spared, a higher distinction in arms
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awaited him, he was promoted to

the rank of major-general. In that

capacity he entered on the succeed-

ing campaign, which will long be

memorable in the annals of Ameri-
ca in which, under the guidance
and protection of a kind and all-

wise Providence, he was so highly
instrumental in checking the pride
of Britain by land, which our naval
heroes had already so effectually
humbled by sea, and in restoring

to the arms of his country the

splendour they had attained under
the auspices of Washington.

In the winter of 1813-4, the

enemy having gained possession
of Fort Niagara, and being in con-

siderable force on the opposite
shore, a determination was formed
to remove once more the seat of
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war to that frontier. Perceiving
that the conflict would be arduous

and sanguinary, and that the master

spirits of the army alone could

encounter it with any reasonable

prospect of success, the executive

appointed General Brown to lead

the expedition, associating with

him Scott, Gaines, Miller, and

others, whose names have become

conspicuous for all that is noble in

the profession of arms.

The preceding campaign being
darkened by disasters, and having
failed, as many supposed, from the

inability of those by whom it had

been conducted, General Brown
and his officers were fullv sensible

of the deep stake which both them-

selves and their country held on the

issue of the present. Their hearts
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and minds were prepared, accord-

ingly, to meet with firmness the

force of the crisis. It is generally
understood that their determination

was, not to survive misfortune,
which they felt assured the public
would regard, under any circum-

stances, as the result of mismanage-
ment, and tantamount to disgrace.

They went, resolved to conquer or

fall, that glory or the grave might
cover them from censure.

This campaign being destined

to form a fresh epoch in the history
of the war, presented from its com-
mencement a new aspect. The
movements of the army were con-

ducted with a celerity, a silence,

and a vigour, which had not been

observed on any former occasion.

Accordingly, General Brown had
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advanced on his march almost to

Buffalo, before it was generally
known that he had left his encamp-
ment at Sackett's Harbour.
A few days previously to his

passage into Upper Canada, the

commanding general thus writes to

his friend :
"

I shall, with the bless-

ing of God, pass the strait before
me the first week in July I do
not see that this army is to be
assisted by the fleet of either lake,
Commodore Sinclair beins[ ordered
to Mackinac : but I do not despair
of success, and rely on the good-
ness of my cause, and the kindness
of that Providence which has never
forsaken me."
The first achievement of General

Brown on entering the enemy's
territory, was the reduction of Fort
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Erie, the garrison of which surren-

dered with but little resistance.

He then declared martial law, and

made known his views in a procla-
mation essentially different from

those that had been issued by some
of his predecessors. Instead of

being marked with empty boast-

ings, and threats which he was

utterly unable to execute, it breathed

the principles and sentiments of an

upright man and an honourable

warrior. It set forth that " men
found in arms, or otherwise engaged
in acts of hostility, should be dealt

with as enemies, while those de-

meaning themselves peaceably, and

pursuing their private business,

should be treated as friends : that

private property should be in all

cases held sacred, but public pro-
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perty, wherever found, seized and

disposed of by the commanding
general : that plundering was strict-

ly prohibited : that the major-gene-
ral did not anticipate any difficulty

in this respect from the regular

army, nor from honourable volun-

teers, who had pressed forward to

the standard of their country, to

avenge her wrongs and to gain a

name in arms." The proclamation
further declared, that "

profligate
men who follow the army for plun-

der, must not expect to escape the

vengeance of those gallant spirits

who are strucrcrlincr to exalt the

national character."

BATTLES OF OSWEGO AND SANDY
CREEK.

General Brown, after his arrival
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upon the Niagara frontier, with the

troops intended to act under his

immediate command, having re-

ceived information that the enemy
was preparing an expedition from

Kingston against Oswego, detach-

ed Colonel Mitchell, with his bat-

talion of artillery, armed with mus-

kets, to the arduous and important
service of retrograding as expedi-

tiously as possible to the defence
of Oswego River, where was de-

posited an immense quantity of

public property, together with the

ordnance, ordnance stores, and na-

val equipments for the Ontario fleet

at Sackett's Harbour. The colonel

arrived at Oswego from Batavia, a
distance of one hundred andjifty-
one miles, in four and a half days'
march, and such was the order
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and regularity of this rapid move-

ment, that the soldiers were not

injured, nor any left behind. The
fort of Oswego was found unoccu-

pied, and only nominally a fortifi-

cation. Time had destroyed every-

external defence.

Indeed it was worth occupancy

only on account of the barracks.

The exertions preparatory for the

expected attack were proportionate

to the exigencies of the occasion.

The guns, which had been con-

sidered as unfit for service, were

reproved, and with the batteries

prepared for action.

The British Ontario fleet, com-

manded by Sir James Lucas Yeo,

having on board more than two

thousand regular troops, under the

command of Lieutenant-General
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Drummond, arrived on the morn-

ing of the fifth of May, and an-

chored off the fort, within the ef-

fective range of the guns of the

fleet. The attack commenced, and
a constant fire was kept up during
the day on the fort and batteries.

A powerful flotilla attempted re-

peatedly to land the troops ;
but

such was the destructive effect of

the artillery from the batteries, un-

der the direction of that excellent

officer, Captain Boyle, that the

enemy was repulsed with great
loss of men, and several of the

boats. The policy of the com-

manding officer in pitching his

tents on the left bank of the river,

and his skilful manoeuvring of

his troops on the right, had the de-

sired effect to deceive the enemy
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with respect to his numbers. The
British troops were re-embarked,
the fleet left its anchorage, and the

object of the expedition was appa-

rently relinquished.
The next morning the fleet re-

turned, and, anchoring within half

cannon shot of Captain Boyle's

batteries, renewed and continued

the cannonade with great vigour.

Captain Boyle and Lieutenant Le-

gate were not idle. Their batteries

and skilful arrangements protected
their men, whilst the British ship,

the Wolf, suffered severely in men,

masts, and rigging. She was re-

peatedly set on fire with hot shot.

Colonel Mitchell, knowing the

fort to be untenable, and finding it

impossible to prevent the landing
of the enemy, who was now ap-
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proaching the shore at different

points in great force, informed his

officers of his determination to fight

as long as the honour of our arms
and the interest of his country
should require it, and afterwards

effect a retreat to the main depot,
at the Falls, the protection of which
was the great object of his march.

When the enemy, under the

cover of the fleet, had landed and

advanced on the plain, the firing
from the shipping and gun-boats
ceased. Colonel Mitchell took this

favourable opportunity to deploy
his battalion from a ravine in rear

of the fort, where he had been

compelled to remain, to avoid the

immense shower of grape from the

whole fleet. He now, with Spartan
braverv, advanced with two com-
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panies, under the command ofCap-
tain Melvin and Lieutenant Ansart,

(the latter commanding the excel-

lent company of Captain Romayne,
who was detached on important

duty on the left bank of the river,)
and attacked the enemy advancing
to the fort, whilst Captain M'Intire

and Captain Pierce, gallantly en-

gaged and beat off a vastly supe-
rior force ofthe enemy's light troops,
who had been detached for the pur-

pose of preventing a retreat. Cap-
tain Boyle kept up a deadly fire on
the boats landing, and on the ene-

my advancing. The contest was
as daring as it was unequal ; for

the ground was maintained by the

Americans against the main body
of the enemy, until a party of them
had carried Captain Boyle's batte-
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ries, and ascended the bastions of

the fort iri rear of his left flank.

Colonel Mitchell says, in his report,
that having done the enemy as

much harm as was in his power,
" he retreated in good order." The
force of the enemv on shore was
much more than two thousand sol-

diers and sailors, whilst the Ameri-
cans did not exceed three hundred

soldiers, and about thirty sailors,

under the gallant Lieutenant Pearce,
of the navy.
The entire loss of the enemy,

in his several attacks on Colonel

Mitchell's position, was upwards of

two hundred and eighty in killed

and wounded, including among the

latter several officers, while that of

the Americans did not exceed fifty

in number.
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The determined bravery display-
ed by our troops in the field and
on the retreat, merits the admiration

and applause, not only of the army,
but of the whole nation. Colonel

Mitchell wore his full uniform on
the day of action, and, while re-

treating, was particularly singled
out by the British officers as a

mark for the aim of their sharp-
shooters. The colonel, on his re-

treat, dismounted under a brisk

and galling fire of musketry, and

gave his horses to Captain Pierce,

who was exhausted in consequence
of ill health, and to a wounded ser-

geant, thereby saving them, by his

bravery and humanity, from the

bayonets of a mortified and exas-

perated foe.

Colonel Mitchell reported, in the
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warmest language, the gallant con-

duct of his whole detachment.

Those excellent officers, whose

names have not been mentioned in

this sketch, but who ought, from

their heroism, to be made known
to their country, were Adjutant
Charles Macomb, Lieutenant Dan-

iel Blaney, Lieutenant William

King, Lieutenant Robb, Lieutenant

William M'Clintock, and Lieuten-

ant Charles Newkirk. Lieutenant

Blaney from Delaware, a young
officer of high promise, and a fa-

vourite in the corps, was killed

gallantly fighting at the head of

his platoon. He rests in the tomb

of honour.

The result of this affair was a

victory to the Americans. In con-

sequence of their obstinate resist-
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ance at the fort, persevered in for

two entire days, the enemy relin-

quished the whole object of the ex-

pedition. Public property to the

amount of more than a million of

dollars was saved.

This was the first affair in Gene-
ral Brown's brilliant campaign. It

was the precursor of the glory after-

wards achieved on the Niagara

frontier, by those distinguished

troops who were ordered by the

commanding general, when they
" should come in contact with the

enemy, to bear in mind Oswego
and Sandy Creek."

The patriotic General Ellis, with

his brigade, the militia of the neigh-

bourhood, and the Indian warriors

of the Oneida and Onondasra na-

tions, made expeditious marches to
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join Colonel Mitchell, and afford

protection to the important depot
he had been despatched to protect.

The colonel was further reinforced

by a detachment of riflemen, under

the command of Major Appling, of

the United States army. The

enemy, although prepared with

proper pilots and boats to ascend

the river, made no further attempts
to accomplish his important object,

which would have iiiven him the

undisputed superiority of the lake

during the remainder of the war.

The enemy, having raised a few

navy guns, that were sunk by

Captain Woolscy, burnt the bar-

racks, and robbed some of the

inhabitants, with great precipitation,

on the same night, abandoned the

fort, and returned without a single
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laurel on his brow. Another ex-

pedition terminated in the plunder
of private property at Sodus, and

a complete defeat at the mouth of

Genesee river by militia, under

the command of that excellent

officer, General Peter B. Porter.

The commanding officer of the

Canadas, being foiled in his at-

tempts to capture the public stores

on the Oswego river, now blockaded

and threatened Sackett's Harbour,
with the double view of making a

diversion in favour of the British

army on the Niagara frontier, and,

at the same time, of retarding and

intercepting all transportation by
water.

In this situation, Sackett's Har-

bour was considered in danger.
Colonel Mitchell was ordered to re-
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inforce that post. He left Oswego
Falls in command of Major Ap-

pling, with orders as soon as Cap-
tain Woolsey should be ready to

sail, to embark his riflemen on

board the flotilla, for its protection

asainst the lio;ht boats of the ene-

my. Captain Woolsey, by his

well-directed demonstrations and

reports, having induced the enemy
oft Oswego, to believe that all the

guns and naval stores were to be

sent up the Oneida Lake, to be

transported to the harbour by land,

soon found a favourable opportuni-

ty to run his boats with the heavy
cannon, anchors, and cables, into

Lake Ontario. Every exertion

was made, and every precaution
taken in this important and hazard-

ous enterprise, to run by the block-
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ading squadron in the night, into

Sackett's Harbour. Captain VVool-

sey escaped discovery until he ar-

rived near the mouth of Sandy
Creek, when he was observed by a
detachment of gun.boats, manned
with upwards of two hundred
choice sailors and marines from
the fleet, under the command of

Captain Popham, of the Royal Na-

vy. Captain Woolsey wisely ran

his boats, protected by riflemen, up
Sandy Creek, as far as practicable,
and gave information to General
Gaines and Commodore Chauncey
of his situation. The next morn-

ing, being the thirtieth of May,
Captain Popham ascended Sandy
Creek with his gun-boats, in the

expectation that the rich and import-
ant prize in view (viz., all the guns,
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cables, and anchors for the ships

Superior and Mohawk,) would

be obtained without much danger
or opposition. The marines were

landed and put in order of battle.

The gun-boats, forming a powerful

battery,
were placed in a situation

to co-operate with them. At this

moment, Major Appling, who was

in the woods near the place of

landing, advanced and opened on

them a fatal fire. It was returned

by the enemy ;
but his artillery

and musketry had no effect. The

contest was short. The enemy
falling in every direction under the

unerring aim of the American

marksmen, soon surrendered. Our
whole loss on the occasion was one

killed and two wounded. The loss

of the enemy was fifty-six killed
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and wounded, including officers.

Two post captains, four lieuten-

ants of the navy, and a hundred

and fifty-six sailors and marines

were made prisoners.
Four gun-boats, mounting one

sixty-eight pound carronade, one

long twenty-four pounder, one long
twelve pounder, one five and a half

inch cohorn, with Sir James Yeo's

elegant gig, and a large quantity
ofordnance stores, were the trophies
of this important victory.
The riflemen under the gallant

Major Appling were the only troops

engaged. They did not exceed

one hundred and twenty in officers

and men. The Indian warriors

and militia were not on the battle

ground until after a proposal was
made to surrender.
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Colonel Mitchell, who arrived

with reinforcements immediately
after the action, reported to Gene-

ral Gaines that "
Major Appling

planned and executed this brilliant

affair, so honourable to our arms,
so deserving of the applause of the

nation, and so important as affect-

ing the ulterior operations of the

campaign."

Major Appling was deservedly
raised by brevet in quick succession,

to the rank of lieutenant-colonel

and colonel : he received, more-

over, the thanks of the President of

the United States, and the applause
of the commanding general of the

army, for this distinguished achieve-

ment.
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BATTLE OF CHIPPEWA.

No sooner had the general made
the necessary arrangements in re-

lation to the occupancy and security
of Fort Erie, than he marched to

attack the enemy, who lay in-

trenched in his works at Chippewa.
This was by every one considered

as a daring, by many, as a rash

and hazardous measure. But

something signal being necessary
to redeem the reputation which had

been lost in the events of former

campaigns, difficulties and dangers
and remonstrances were disregard-
ed. They even increased the

anxiety for action, inasmuch as

they would add to the glory of vic-

tory. The general's plans and

determinations were formed, and
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nothing that human resolution,

aided by all the moans in his

power, was capable of surmount-

ing, could restrain him from boldly

attempting their execution. The
wished-for moment at length ar-

rived. The enemy venturing from

behind his intrenchments, the battle

was fought on an open plain, and,

though not of long duration, was
severe and sanguinary. The result

is known. The soldiers and officers

of Wellington, who had wrestedo
the laurels from the veterans of

France, were defeated by a detach-

ment from the American army.
The onlv troops engaged, on the

part of General Brown, were Gene-
ral's Scott's brigade, and a corps
of volunteers commanded bv Gene-
ral Porter. The remainder of the
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army, although burning for com-

bat, had no opportunity of coming
into action. Scott's bri2;ade, in

particular, animated by the exam-

ple, and directed by the skill of its

gallant and distinguished leader,

performed little less than prodigies
of valour. Wherever that band of

heroes for such they were di-

rected their fire or pointed their

bayonets, the boasted "
conquerors

of the Peninsula" fled or fell. Nor
were the volunteers under Porter

wanting in achievement. They
manifested great coolness and

bravery, and participated not a

little in the honours of the day.
The British fought on ground deli-

berately chosen by themselves, as

most suitable to their discipline and

plan of action, and the number of
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troops they had engaged all regu-

lars was considerably superior to

that of the Americans. Notwith-

standing this, their discomfiture

was complete, and their loss very
considerable. Their works alone,

behind which they retreated, pre-

served them from certain and irre-

trievable ruin. Such was the

chastisement they received in this

affair, that, although battle was

soon afterwards offered them again,
on their own terms, as will appear
from an extract of a letter from

General Brown, they felt no dispo-

sition to accept the challenge.

The general discovering that

unfounded reports were in circula-

tion respecting some of the results

of this battle, as well as the relative

numbers of the combatants, felt
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indignant at the ungenerous effort

thus made to detract from the well

merited fame of his army. To
correct the honest errors that were

afloat, and counteract the wilful

misrepresentations that were but

too industriously propagated on

this subject, he loses no time in

making public the following state-

ment. " We have ascertained to

a certainty that the loss of the ene-

my was nearer six than four hun-

dred. Great injustice is done to

my brave companions in arms, in

overrating our numbers. The ene-

my had more regular troops than

we had engaged, and that upon a

perfect plain, without a stump or a

sh rub to interpose. Besides, Gene-
ral Ryal had planned his order of

battle at leisure, and came from
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behind his works in perfect condi-

tion for action." Shortly after the

action at Chippewa, the general

thus writes to his friend from

Queenstown. "Hoping and be-

lieving that the enemy would make

another struggle in the field, if

pressed on his strong ground, sup-

ported by his forts on the height,

I left all my baggage under a

strong guard, and passed on with

three days' provision in our haver-

sacks. The enemy fled before us,

abandoning his fort on the height,

and burning his barracks. He has

retired for the present to Fort Ni-

agara and Fort George. I shall

rest my army here a few days,

taking care that the enemy shall

not escape by land, and with the

hope of hearing from Commodore
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Chauncey. I am in no condition

to invest Forts George and Niaga-
ra without his aid and my batter-

ing guns, which I expect him to

brino; me from the Harbour. Mv
ability to face the enemy in the

field ! do not doubt, and I shall not

hesitate to meet him presently
should he a^ain offer me battle I

have now seen the Falls ofNiagara
in all their majesty, and my camp
is situated in a country affording

the most sublime and beautiful

scenery. I can fancy nothing

equal to it, except the noble contest

of gallant men on the field of bat-

tle, struo-o-lins for their country's

glory, and their own."

From Queenstown, where he had

been for a short time stationary,

General Brown marched with a
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part of his army down towards
Fort George. His object in this

movement, besides reconnoitering
the enemy, was to be near to the

shores of Lake Ontario, hoping
that he might there receive some

intelligence respecting Commodore
Chauncey and the fleet. Being
disappointed in this expectation, he
returned after a few days to his

station at Queenstown. The ene-

my, in the meantime, were not

inactive. Having received large

supplies, and no inconsiderable ad-

dition to their numbers, they con-

centrated their forces in the penin-
sula between Burlington and Erie,
and felt themselves in a condition

to offer battle. The proposal was

eagerly embraced by the American

general and his brave associates.
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The British army, commanded

by Lieutenant- General Drummond
in person, aided by Major-General

Ryal and other skilful and distin-

guished officers, fought again on its

own ground. It had selected a

spot favourable for action, not far

distant from the Falls of Niagara.
The Americans, who were again
the assailants, made the attack in

the evening, led on, as at Chippewa,

by General Scott. The battle

rao;ed for several hours with un-

abated fury, the troops having no

other light to direct their move-

ments, and conduct their steps to

mutual slaughter, but the dismal

gleam of their own arms. That
wonder of nature, the adjacent falls,

might equal, but could not, in gran-
deur and magnificence, surpass the
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scene which this conflict presented.
Never was there a field more
obstinately contested, nor, consi-

dering the numbers engaged and
the duration of the struggle, a
broader display of individual herd-
ism. The enemy, although supe-
rior in numbers at the commence-
ment of the action, and reinforced

by a considerable body of fresh

troops during its continuance, were
compelled to yield to American
valour. Four times did their
bravest troops charge, to regain
their artillery which had been
wrested from them, and as often
were they compelled to fall back
in dismay. Their loss in killed,

wounded, and prisoners was up-
wards of a thousand men. Amono-
the latter were Major-General Ryal
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and twenty other commissioned

officers, some of them of rank.

The loss on the American side,

although somewhat less, was by
no means trifling. General Brown
was himself severely wounded,
and amons; the slain was one of

his aids, a youth of accomplished
manners and exalted promise. The

intrepid Scott, who was to be found

only where slaughter was thickest

and danger most threatening, re-

ceived a wound which for some
time deprived his country of his

services in the field.

The severity of General Brown's
wounds compelled him to a tempo-

rary retirement from service. But

in the space of a few weeks, we
find him again at the head of his

armv, no longer indeed in the field,
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but within the walls of Fort Erie.
In the interim our troops in that
fortress had been much harassed
and pressed by the enemy, now
become superior in a still higher
degree by reinforcements, and" ex-

asperated to madness by their late

defeats. An assault of the works
had been attempted, but was gal-
lantly repelled by the American
forces, then under the command of
General Gaines. Not long after-

wards that excellent officer received
a serious wound from the bursting
of a shell, which obliged him also
to retire for a time from the service
of his country.

Menaced in front by a powerful
enemy, and having a river of diffi-

cult passage in their rear, the

troops in Fort Erie began to be
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considered in a very perilous situ-

ation. The solicitude for the safety
of men, who, by acquiring glory
for themselves had conferred it on

their country, became universal

and great. For a time every eye
seemed directed towards Erie, and

every American heart felt a deep
interest in the fate of those heroic

spirits who had fairly conquered
the "

conquerors of the Peninsula."

But to a commander whose mind
is firm, collected, and rich in re-

sources, difficulties are but the

harbingers of fresh triumphs.
While General Drummond was

engaged in formidable arrange-
ments intended for the destruction

of the American forces, General

Brown was still more actively
and sagaciously employed in de-
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vising means for th3ir safety and

glory.

DEFENCE OF FORT ERIE.

The following account of the

defence of Fort Erie is contained
in a letter from an officer who was

present.

New YorZ; Nov. 15, 1815.

Dear Sir,
Your letter of the 4th instant,

requesting me " to furnish you with
such particulars of the siege and
defence of Fort Erie as came under

my observation," has beui received.
I assure you nothing could give me
greater pleasure than to see that

memorable scene of military
achievement properly noticed

; and
as the peace now furnishes the his-

torian an opportunity for that pur-
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pose, I shall most cheerfully com-
municate any information in my
power that can facilitate his labours.

I have thought this object the more
desirable as no detailed account

of the siege has as yet made its

appearance ; and the public, with

nothing before them but the official

accounts of a few leading circum-

stances, and perhaps some shreds

of miscellaneous information from

other quarters, have been very un-

likely to form correct ideas of it.

An instance of this may be found

in the prevailing impression as to

the size and structure of the works

besieged ;
of which although cir-

cumstances of no small importance
in estimating the defence very
little appears to be correctly known.

With respect to the size, for exam-
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pie, it is generally supposed to

have been quite small, as the orig-
inal Fort Erie was known to be so ;

and very few are aware that the
name used in the reports of our

generals was intended to apply to

any other work. This circum-

stance, I am inclined to think, has
had a very considerable negative
influence on the public opinion of
our siege, and I am more particular
to notice it on that account, that I

may have an opportunity of cor-

recting the error. With this view,
therefore, I observe, that the Fort
Erie which was besieged and de-

fended was in
reality not a fort,

but a camp ; unprotected by any
peculiarity of situation, and at the
time of its investment, equally so

by any effective artificial means.
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The small unfinished Fort Erie, it

is true, gave it a shadow of defence

on one side
; but with only three

guns mounted in any direction it

was indeed only a shadow. In the

course of the siege, however, other

more efficient defences were added

to it, breastworks and traverses

were thrown up, and batteries

erected, and these works, instead

of being beaten down or even re-

tarded in their progress by the fire

of the besiegers, grew into strength
and importance in the very face of

their cannon a fact, I believe, un-

precedented in the history of any
war.

Not to trouble you however with

any further explanations .on this

subject, I shall now revert to the

condition of the work, as it fell into
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our hands, and point out in detail

the improvements made by us, and
the state of our defences at different

periods of the siege.
Fort Erie, properly so called,

was originally designed for a mere

trading post: it was situated about
a hundred yards from the lake

shore, and laid out with the small-

est dimensions that would admit of

being regularly fortified. Its form
was quadrangular, nearly square,
with four bastions

; only two of

them, however, forming the south-

east or water front, had been

wrought upon to any extent, at the

time the garrison capitulated to

General Brown. These were se-

cured on the land side by a line of

pickets extending from gorge to

gorge, and to render them more
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defensible their contiguous faces

were prolonged on the line of de-

fence so as to leave a curtain of no
more than forty feet, and these

continuations raised and completed
into two largre block-houses. The

gateway of the fort was in the

intermediate curtain, covered by a

sort of ravelin of earth.

After the capture of this work,
while General Brown was ope-

rating down the strait, Lieutenant

M'Donough, who had been left in

command, was zealously engaged
in improving its means of defence :

so that the army on its return to

the place after the battle of the

Falls, found the bastions above-

named considerably raised
;

their

ditches deepened ;
the line of pick-

ets by which their gorges had been
j
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secured partly removed ; and a
breastwork of earth commenced
for the more effectual accomplish-
ment of that object.

It was on the twentv-seventh of

July that General Ripley, at that

time the commanding general, took

up this position ; his right flank be-

ing supported by the fort, and his left

resting on a hillock seven hundred

yards distant, upon which a bat-

tery (Towson's) was immediately
commenced for its protection. On
the

thirty-first, however, while this

battery was yet unfinished, and
the fort itself in a very inefficient

state of defence, General Drum-
mond appeared before us with an

army of four thousand five hundred

men, and though we had not half

that number to make resistance, he
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cautiously opened trenches oppo-
site to our right flank, and com-
menced the formalities of a regular

siege. Inspired by this compliment
to their courage and discipline in

the field, (for indeed we could con-

strue it in no other light,) and de-

termined not to be outdone in any
mode of warfare, our men seized

their spades, instead of their mus-

kets, and prepared with alacrity
for the expected assault. Large
working-parties were accordingly
distributed along our front and
flanks to throw up the necessary
breastworks and traverses

;
others

were disposed on the two unwrought
bastions of the fort

;
and Towson's

battery, upon which two days'
work had already been expended,
was so far completed in three
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more, that three guns were placed

upon it upwards of twenty feet

above the level of the circumjacent

country: two more were added to

these soon afterwards other bat-

teries were also commenced in the

various exposed parts of our line,

and completed by the exertions of

particular corps. Such, for exam-

ple, were JBiddle's and Fontain's in

front, between the fort and Tow-
son's; the former of three guns,
and the latter of two

; such also

was the Douglass batterv of two

guns on our right flank, between
the fort and the water. On the

second of August, while we were

yet in the midst of these labours,
the first gun of the siege was fired

by us
; and on the same day the

cannonade was partially commenc-
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ed on the part of the enemy.

They did not open a regular bat-

tery upon us, however, till about

the seventh, on which day all our

colours being displayed, and
" Yan-

key Doodle" struck up by the drums,
their fire was promptly returned,

amidst the loud and animated

cheers of our whole line. From
this date till the fifteenth, the firing

was continued on both sides with

very little intermission day or night.

It was not attended, however, with

any very serious loss on our part,

and far from retarding the progress
of our works seemed rather to ac-

celerate it. On the fourteenth we
stood as follows : Our line in front

and on the left, including Towson's

and the other batteries nearly com-

pleted, and secured by abbatis in
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the most exposed parts ; on the

right, however, we were less se-

cure, the space between the Doug-
lass battery and the fort being little

more than half closed up, except

by a slight abbatis
;
no abbatis in

front, and the fort itself yet in a

very feeble state of resistance
; add-

ed to this, there was a wide open-

ing between the Douglass battery
and the water.

On the evening of the fourteenth,
General Gaines (who had taken

the command a few days before)

having observed some signs of an

approaching visit from the enemy,
put his force in the best situation

for giving them a proper reception.
The particulars of this affair are

pretty generally known, and have
doubtless flowed to you through a
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great many channels already ;
it

will be necessary, however, for me
to notice it, in order to connect the

parts of this detail ;
and as it was

a most brilliant achievement, I

shall endeavour to do so with some

minuteness.

Agreeably to the order of the

British general, a copy of which

will be found accompanying Gene-

ral Gaines' official letter, the attack

was organized into three columns.

The first consisting of detachments

to the amount of thirteen hundred

men, was placed under the com-

mand of Lieutenant-Colonel Fisch-

er, of the kind's regiment. Seven

hundred picked men, under Lieu-

tenant-Colonel Drummond, of the

one hundred and fourth, composed
the second or centre column. And
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the one hundred and third regiment,

amounting to upwards ofeight hun-

dred, with its own colonel (Scott)
at the head of it, constituted the

third. The points against which

these columns were to move were

respectively the left flank
;
the fort

;

and the line between the fort and

the lake
;
and the time fixed for

the enterprise was an early hour

of the following morning (the fif-

teenth.) Accordingly, about an

hour and a half before day the ap-

proach of an enemy was discovered

on the road west of Towson's bat-

tery, and immediately alter, the

lines on that quarter were furious-

ly assaulted by the enemy's first

or right column. The inlantry of

our left consisted at the time of the

twenty-first regiment, under the
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command of Major Wood, of the

engineers ;
who instantly drew up

his line in the space between the

battery and the water, and received

the charge in a stvle suited to its

impetuosity. Checked by a sea-

sonable volley from this corps, and

a shower of grape from Towson's

artillery, the enemy sustained the

conflict but a few minutes, and fell

back to consolidate his ranks for a

second attempt. This, however,

proved equally unsuccessful ;
and

though it was followed up by a

succession of desperate charges,

our column continued firm until

the enemy was no longer in a con-

dition to give battle.

By this time the columns of

Lieutenant-Colonel Drummond and

Colonel Scott, which had been kept
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back till that of Lieutenant-Colonel

Fischer should have commenced

the action, were brought forward

on our right flank, and the battle

was beginning to grow considerably

warm in that quarter.
The object

of the British commander in reserv-

ing these columns, was undoubtedly

to avail himself of the diversion

which he supposed would be effect-

ed by the attack of Lieutenant-Col-

onel Fischer, and to render this

manoeuvre the more effectual, he

caused a feint of militia and Indians

to debouche from the wood upon

our centre, at the same time that

his centre and left columns ad-

vanced upon our right.

The firing had, in some measure,

subsided on the left, when the ap-

proach of those columns was an-
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nounced by the fire of our picket-

guard in a ravine, at a small

distance from our right and in

less than a minute afterwards the

direction of the two was plainly

distinguishable, by the voices of

their officers one of them appear-
ing to move from the ravine to-

wards the fort, and the other

rapidly approaching its point of

attack bv the margin of the lake.

It has already been observed, that

this flank was in a very inefficient

state of defence, and as this cir-

cumstance was doubtless known to

the enemy, it became doubly ne-

cessary to make timely resistance.

Accordingly, the first of the two

was promptly met by the fire from

the salient bastion of the fort, and

the musketry on its right and left
;
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that on its right consisting of

Boughton's and Harding's volun-

teers, and that on its left of the

ninth regiment altogether making

perhaps one hundred and sixty or

one hundred and severity men.

The night was excessively dark;

but as near as we could judge

through the obscurity, the last col-

umn did not continue long advanc-

ing it seemed to hesitate at fifty

or sixty yards distance remained

stationary for a minute, and then

began to recoil. At this critical

moment loud and repeated calls

from the salient bastion of the fort

to " cease firing" caused a mo-

mentary suspension of operations

along the line below but the

threats and confusion with which

they were mingled immediately un-
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deceived those to whom they were

directed as to the party from which

they came, and conveyed the un-

welcome intelligence that the enemy
had been successful at that point.

The deception, though it lasted but

for a moment, was sufficient to

enable the column that had been

repulsed, to recover itself which

it did, and returned a second time

to the charge. The enemy's threats

were now no longer heard the

action was renewed with more vio-

lence than ever, and though the

defenders were exposed to the fire

of their own guns, which had been

turned upon them along with the

enemy's musketry, rom the cap-

tured bastion, the assailing column

was again driven back. Its leader,

Colonel Scott, was killed, and near-
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ly all his party cut to pieces before

it had approached near enough to

place its ladders, or avail itself of

the open places in our line. Such

was the result of the attack at this

point. In the meantime day had

broken, and the enemy, notwith-

standing several attempts to dis-

lodge him, was still in possession
of the contested bastion. He had

not been able, however, to derive

any advantage from that circum-

stance, and still less was he in a

condition to do so now, as Drum-
mond himself had fallen, and nearly
all his party was killed or wounded.

The passage from the bastion into

the body of the fort was in a great
measure closed by the position of

one of the block-houses, mentioned

in the former part of this letter;

8
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this, though in a ruinous condition

at the time, had been occupied the

evening before by Lieutenant-Colo-

nel Trimble, with a detachment of

the nineteenth infantry, whose well-

directed fire, at the same time that

it galled the enemy severely in the

bastion, had completely defeated

every attempt he made to penetrate

farther. A destructive fire also

had been maintained upon him by
a detachment of riflemen under

Captain Birdsall, who had posted

himself advantageously for that

purpose in the revelin without the

fort.

The column of Colonel Scott

being now routed, the guns of the

Douglass battery were so directed

as to cut off all communication be-

tween the contested bastion and the
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enemy's reserve and a party of

desperate fellows were about to

rush in and finish the work, when
a spark being communicated by
some means to an ammunition
chest under the platform, the bas-

tion, with those who occupied it,

were blown into the air together.
This explosion has been assigned

by the British general as the cause
of the ill success of his enterprise ;

but, in my opinion, the result was
rather favourable to him than other-

wise. The force in the bastion

was to all intents and purposes
defeated before it took place ; the

explosion could, therefore, give us

no advantage over that : while, on
the other hand, it caused the pre-

cipitate retreat of his reserve, which
we should have intercepted in a
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few minutes more, and in all pro-

bability made prisoners.
The losses of the respective

armies on this occasion, (of which

you will find very accurate state-

ments accompanying General

Gaines' official letters) brought
them on a footing so nearly equal,
that the enemy was obliged, for the

present, to suspend his operations,
and wait quietly the arrival of re-

inforcements. This interval was

diligently improved by us in re-

storing the ruined bastion ; which

being soon done, we resumed the

completion of our lines, and the

unfinished bastions, as before. Four

days after the action, the enemy,
having had an accession of two full

regiments, opened a second battery,
and re-commenced the cannonade
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more vigorously than ever. This

I consider the commencement of

a period by far the most try-

ing of any during the siege.

Our men, daily subjected to the

most laborious fatigue-duties, were

often called out during the night to

perform those services which the

fire of the enemy would not permit
them to do during the course of the

day ; while, even with this precau-

tion, we had the mortification to

see them continually falling around

us. I do not know what may have

been the average of our daily loss-

es about this time, but among the

working-parties, particularly those

in the face of the enemy, I know
it to have been very severe. But

this was not all the frequent

alarms, and constant expectation
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of another attack, rendered it ne-

cessary to put at least one-third of

our men under arms every night,
while the remaining two-thirds lay
down with their accoutrements on,

their boxes stored with ammunition,
their muskets in their hands, and

their bayonets fixed.

The effect of these precautions
was often witnessed in cases of

alarm, and I venture to say, from

my own experience on such occa-

sions, that at no time during the

continuance of this state, could an

enemy have approached within

three hundred and fifty yards, be-

fore the parapet would have been

completely lined, and the men

ready to fire.

I think it proper here to mention

an additional precaution, designed
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to be used in case of a charge. At

twilight, every evening, a great
number of pikes, constructed of the

British bayonets which were taken

on the fifteenth, were laid at two

feet distance from each other, along
the whole extent of our line. These

being of a length equal to the thick-

ness of the parapet, would have

been used with great effect in the

event of an escalade.

This mode of life continued for

about thirty days, with very little

variation, except what was some-

times occasioned by the skirmishes

of our pickets and corps of obser-

vation. In the course of this time

the armv had the misfortune to lose

the services of its amiable com-

mander, General Gaines, who was

wounded by a shell in the early
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part of September, in consequence
of which General Brown, though
still labouring under the wounds he

had received at the Falls, hastened

to the spot, and resumed the com-

mand of his division.

At length, about the middle of

September, our lines were entirely

completed, the new' bastions nearly

so, and four guns actually placed
in the one nearest the enemy.
The brigade of General Porter

having been strengthened about the

same time by a considerable rein-

forcement of New York volunteers,

we began to entertain some hopes
of relieving ourselves from the

confinement to which we had been

so long subjected ;
and some mea-

sure appeared to be in agitation at

head-quarters for the accomplish-
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ment of that object. Accordingly,
on the seventeenth, orders were

distributed :o the different corps to

supply themselves with ammuni-

tion, and be in readiness to march.

The order was eagerly obeyed,
and at two o'clock P. M. of the

same day, the army being formed

into two columns under Generals

Porter and Miller, filed out of camp
by the left, and advanced upon the

enemy. The column of General

Porter made a considerable detour

through the woods, in order to gain
the enemy's extreme right ;

while

that of General Miller passed along
the skirts of the wood, and con-

cealed itself in the ravine mentioned

above. While this was taking

place, a heavy fall of rain came

on, which continued the remainder
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of the day ; it had no effect, how-

ever, upon our operations ; the col-

umn of General Porter approached
its destination with such secrecy
and address that he was not dis-

covered by the enemy till he rose

upon them within pistol-shot of

their lines. As soon as the firms;

announced this event to General

Miller, he left the ravine in which

he lay concealed, and charged

upon the enemy's third battery,
which being carried, their whole

line, as far as their second battery

inclusive, was in a few minutes

completely in our possession.
The object of the enterprise be-

ing thus accomplished, the army
retreated again within its lines. I

have touched very lightly on the

particulars of this achievement, as
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every circumstance relating to it

has been happily described in the

official letters of Generals Brown
and Porter

;
and I should not be

able to add a single item to your
stock of facts by so doing. Re-

ferring you to them, therefore, I

shall barely observe, that within

half an hour after the commence-
ment of the action, the enemv had

lost more than a thousand of his

number, and nearly all his artille-

ry and military stores. Many of

the British officers, who were pre-
sent at this affair, pronounced it to

have been at least equal, if not su-

perior, to anything of the kind in

military history. The best com-
ment upon it, however, in my
view, is the practical one of Gene-

ral Drummond who broke up his
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camp three days afterwards, and

retired rapidly down the river.

Thus ended a siege of fifty-one

days, undertaken with the most

sanguine hopes, not to say entire

confidence of immediate success.

On visiting their works, after they
raised the siege, it was astonishing
to see the obstructions through
which our men had been obliged
to penetrate to get at the enemy.
All their works were faced with

one or more lines of abbatis, or

felled timber, and you could not

move a dozen yards, in any direc-

tion, without encountering the same
kind of impediment.

I am, &c.

The achievements of the Ameri -

can army during the last campaign
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in Upper Canada, considering the

circumstances under which they
were effected, need no comment.

They are their own best interpret-

ers, speaking in a language which
cannot be misunderstood. They
announce in the commander, ta-

lents, perseverance, and daring

enterprise, and in his brave asso-

ciates, patience and gallantry,
invincible firmness and military

discipline in its highest style. They
will be selected hereafter by the

hand of history, to enrich and em-
blazon some of her choicest pages.
To triumph with inferior numbers,
and in open conflict, over troops
that had defeated the veteran le-

gions of France, is of itself suffi-

cient to consummate the stlorv of

any commander : and such has
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been the fortune of General Brown.
We know it has been said by
some, that the movements and

measures of the last campaign
were characterized by rashness,
and that their successful issue is to

be attributed more to good fortune

than to able generalship. We
consider the charge as neither

generous nor just. What might
well be deemed rashness at one

conjuncture, is wisdom at another;

and that general who does not

trust somewhat to fortune will

rarely become great. He may,
indeed, save his forces, and acquire
the reputation of a prudent com-

mander. But, if he calculate too

nicely, he is not the man to gain
for his country a name in arms,
nor suddenly to revive, by deeds of
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valour, the hopes and prospects of

a people broken in their spirits by
repeated disasters.

It has been already stated, that,

at the opening of the Canadian

campaign, the reputation of the

American land-arms was at a low
ebb. To retrieve this, and arouse

the spirits of the nation, something
of noble and impetuous daring

something beyond the mere dic-

tates of cold, calculating prudence
and gray-haired wisdom, had be-

come essential. The commander
who would thus adventure thus

overstep the limits of common
military discretion, would hazard
his fame as well as his life. Of
this General Brown was as fully
sensible as the sternest inculcator

of wisdom and caution. But he
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was no less sensible, that the times

demanded the risk, at least, of a

sacrifice, and he was willing,
should Heaven so order it, to be

himself the victim. Hence the

source and wisdom herself will

yet applaud them of the hardy
and hazardous measures he pur-
sued. At another time he mi<^ht

have been as circumspect in his

calculations as he has been hereto-

fore venturesome: for such con-

duct, and such alone, belongs to

the character of an able captain
to suit his plans, by corresponding

changes, to the nature of the crisis,

his own situation, and the exigency
of affairs. Notwithstanding the

prevalence of a contrary belief in

the minds of many, such was un-

questionably the conduct of Wash-
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in^ton, that model of all that is

praiseworthy in a commander.

GENERAL BROWN COMMANDER-IN-
CHIEF.

Soon after the events which we
have just narrated, an end was put

to the war with Great Britain by
the treaty of Ghent, 1615. Gene-

ral Brown remained on the peace
establishment of the army, and was

appointed to the northern military

division. In 1821 he became

commander-in-chief; from which

time till his death, on the twenty-
fourth of February, 1828, he re-

sided at Washington city. The
disease of which he died is said to

have been in consequence ofanother

wound contracted by him at Fort

Erie, during the war, and from the
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effects of which he had never since

been wholly exempted.
" General Brown," says a co-

temporary,*
"
possessed in an

eminent degree the various quali-
fications requisite for being a suc-

cessful military chief. To great

personal bravery, he united a moral

courage, that on no emergency was
found to waver

;
and to an excel-

lent judgment in determining the

objects it was in his power to

accomplish with the means at his

disposal, and kill in combining
his measures, he added great firm-

ness and decision of character, an

untiring activity, and the faculty
of gaining the respect and confi-

dence of those with whom he had

* Prof. Vethake. Encyc. Amer. vol. 14. I

: i
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intercourse, and especially of all

subjected to his authority. No-

thing, in short, seems to have been

wanting to give him a place in the

foremost rank of military com-

manders, excepting a longer period,
and a wider field of action."

THE END.
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GENERAL RIPLEY.

Major-Gen. Eleazer Whee-
lock Ripley was born in Han-

over, in the state of New-Hamp-
shire, in the year 1782; his father,

the Reverend Sylvanus Ripley, was
Professor of Divinity in Dartmouth

College ; his maternal grandfather
was the Reverend Eleazer Whee-
lock, founder of the institution of

which the father was professor,
and the son a graduate : by the

same side he was lineally descend-

ed from the celebrated Miles Stand-

ish, the Scanderbeg of his day,
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whose memory is justly cherished

as the early protector of the Ply-
mouth colony. The Reverend

Mr. Ripley dying early in life, left

a large family under the care of

his widow, to whose virtuous and

devoted attention may he ascribed

the future success of her offspring,

particularly that of the subject of

this memoir, then at the tender age
of five years.

At the acre of fourteen he was

admitted to Dartmouth College,
from which institution he received

the decree of Bachelor of Arts in

the year 1S00, being the eighteenth
of his age. His course while an

under-graduate had been distill-

guished, and at the time of gradua-
tion he received the highest honours

of the seminary. Immediately
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after leaving college, he commenced

the study of the law, and entered

upon the active duties of the pro-

fession in the town of Waterville,

state of Massachusetts.

A large and important portion of

life, from infancy to manhood, is

thus passed over in a brief com-

pass. In scanning the life of a

man of eminence, it is interesting

to examine the development of

mind, to trace from the germ to

the blossom, from the blossom to

the fruit ;
but the causes that ren-

der the inquiry difficult in most

cases, make it impossible in this.

We have only slight traces of his

early life, but infer from the infor-

mation of a few cotemporaries,

that he gave presages in youth of

what has since been realized in
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manhood
;
both at school and col-

lege he discovered indications of an

intellect, which afterwards took a
wider rano;e. He was assiduous

and successful in his studies, and

exemplary in his life and con-

duct.

The early eminence attained by
Mr. Ripley in his profession, tested

the assiduity with which he had
devoted himself to the study of it.

Immediately after admittance to the

bar, important trusts were reposed
in him, rather the result of the

confidence he had inspired, than of

anything he had had opportunities

actually to perform ;
that confidence

was justified in the subsequent
honourable discharge of a great
extent of practice, the details of

which did not prevent him from the
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pursuit of general as well as pro-
fessional study.

In the vear 1807, he was re-

turned from the town of Winslow
to the legislature of the state of

Massachusetts, at that time dis-

tracted by important political, as

well as local differences
;
the east-

ern part of it had long been dis-

turbed by conflictions of land titles,

which involved the interest of a

large portion of the community,
and from their extent, variety, and

intricacy, forbade their adjustment

by any judicial process. To inter-

pose a legislative interference was
one of Mr. Ripley's first exertions,

in which he was aided, perhaps
excited, by a distinguished member
of the legislature from the same
section of the state. After long
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difficulties a commission was form-

ed, which analyzed and adjusted
the contending claims, the benefi-

cial result of which was immediate-

ly felt and will be long remembered.
On subjects not of a local nature,

his conduct and policy may be

variously construed. At the time

of his entrance into political life the

collision of parties was severe, and

while all rallied round the consti-

tution, each gave to the text of it a

commentary adapted to his own
views. To the letter of that instru-

ment Mr. Ripley was a strict ad-

herent, without infusing into it a

force foreign from its nature, or

depriving it of the vigour necessary
to its self-support. In relation to

the general government, his opinion

was, that no state could create an
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imperium in imperio, nor assume
to itself a prerogative that had been

delegated to the legislature of the

Union. In relation to his own

state, his effort was to give her her

just and honourable weight in the

councils of the nation, and to attain

it by checking the vacillation of

her policy, and destroying the col-

lision of local party interest, that

disturbed her tranquillity, and neu-

tralized her influence beyond her

own borders. In the divisions into

democratic and federal republicans,
he was ranked anions; the leaders

of the former; to what extent he

assented to their tenets, the author

of this memoir is not apprised, and
as the subject of it has long since

laid aside his political mantle, it is

no longer an object to inquire.

10
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At the period when the nation

first felt the effect of the offensive

edicts of the two great belligerents
of Europe, the lines of Mr. Ripley's

political character strongly deve-

loped themselves. He was aware,
that the insults and aggressions of

France would lead to a war, for

which just cause had been given,

provided the equal avidity and

greater means of annoyance of

Great Britain did not make that

country the mark of an equally

just enmity. When in the year
1808 their combined hostility was
more apparent and oppressive, his

most positive opinion was, that

then was the moment for a d cla-

ration of war, for which the c un-

try would never be better prepared,
and which could not long be avert-
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ed. As a preliminary strp he

assented to. and supported by his

influence, the restrictive measures

adopted by the general government.
In the year 1811, the chair of

the speaker of the House of Repre-
sentatives of Massachusetts became
vacant by the appointment of the

Honourable Joseph Story to the

supreme bench ofthe United States;
to this important and responsible
situation Mr. Ripley was elected,
and over an assembly unpreccdent-

edly numerous, composed of con-

flicting interests and talents, he

presided with distinguished ability
and impartiality. Removal from
his place of previous residence to

the town of Portland, left him out

of the legislature for the succeeding

year; in that of 1812 he was
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elected a senator from the con-

joined counties of Cumberland and

Oxford.

Throughout his political course,

Mr. Ripley had been convinced

that the situation of the nation

would lead it to a war, and that

temporizing could but retard what

the people would ultimately call

for
;

the same sentiment that in-

duced him to declare for the neces-

sity of a war, induced him to

assume an active duty in it
;

he

therefore, in March, 1812, con-

sented to accept a licutenant-colo-

nelship in the-urmy of the United

States; but previously to acting on

it, took for a limited time the seat

he had been chosen to fill in the

legislature. During the ensuing

session, material difficulties arose
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in relation to all the monied institu-

tions of the state
;

in the adjust-
ment of them, which was effected

principally through his means, his

magnanimity in detaching himself

from either party, and his ability

in finance, were conspicuously
manifested.

On leaving his civil and legis-

lative duties, Colonel Ripley was
intrusted by the commander-in-
chief of the district, Major-General
Dearborn, with the charge of a

sub-district from Saco to the east-

ern frontier ; to the placing of

which in the best posture of de-

fence he devoted his vigorous
attention. He established himself

at a fort in the harbour of Portland,

and in strengthening the defence

of that place, in superintending the
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recruiting service, and in the most
laborious military study, he com-
menced the duties of a new profes-

sion, from the active labours of

which he was not disengaged

during the war, except at one

period from his wound, and another

from sickness contracted in service.

During the interval from June

eighteenth to September, his re-

cruits were embodied into a regi-
ment called the twenty-first, of

which he had the sole command.
With this regiment, without time

for previous preparation or disci-

pline, he marched to Plattsburgh,
on the northern frontier. On his

arrival at the camp at that place,
commenced an intimate connexion

and friendship between him and the

late General Pike, which did not
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terminate until the death of that

accomplished and gallant officer.

The short and inefficient duty of

the fall of 1812 being performed,
Colonel Ripley withdrew into win-

ter-quarters at Burlington, in Ver-

mont, and during that season of

military tranquillity, commenced
the school of discipline and police,

which led his regiment to its subse-

quent fame, and made it the model

of the army. The double duty
rested on him of receiving and im-

parting instruction
;

in forming
others, he had first to form him-

self; his nights, therefore, were

devoted to study, his days to the

application and explanation of it to

his officers and soldiers. Although

engaged in active dutv, sufficient

to have engrossed the undivided
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attention of an ordinary applicant,
he found means to prosecute a

course of study, and so to classify
and generalize it, as to form a

plan of military conduct that em-

braced, all points of instruction.

Adjoined to these labours he de-

voted himself actively to the recruit-

ing service, and the exertions of

that winter made his regiment, at

a subsequent period, the largest in

the army.
In the month of March, 1813,

(having previously been promoted
to the rank of colonel,) Colonel

Ripley marched from winter-quar-
ters to Plattsbumh, and from

thence to Sackett's Harbour. A
short time after his arrival there,

the attack on York was meditated,
for which service his regiment was
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among the first selected and at-

tached to General Pike's brigade.
On the twenty-third of April the

troops embarked on that enterprise,
and on the morning of the twenty-
seventh, arrived before the town
which was the object of it. The
immediate command of the assault

was intrusted to General Pike.

On entering the bay of York, the

ships were severely cannonaded by
the forts defending the harbour,
while they in turn covered with

their guns a large portion of the

beach, on which it was intended

that the troops should form. The
first corps that debarked was a

small body of riflemen under

Major Forsyth, which engaged
and drove in the enemy's light

troops in the woods, during which

*
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time the main boclv formed on the

beach under a fire from the bat-

teries, and moved in close column
to the attack of the principal fort.

The arrangements for an assault

were made, when it was perceived
that the enemy had abandoned his

position and was formed a mile in

the rear of it. The troops imme-

diately thronged into the works,
when the awful explosion of the

magazine took place, which anni-

hilated the leading columns, and

mortally wounded their gallant

commander, General Pike. During
the few moments of confusion that

succeeded, the enemy called in his

detached parties, and was seen in

concentrated force in the town.

Colonel Ripley, who had been

wounded in the explosion, pressed
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the officer on whom the temporary
command devolved, to advance

immediately upon him
;

a delay in

so doing enabled him to make a

precipitate retreat, which he effect-

ed, leaving an immense quantity of

artillery and stores, some few pri-

soners, and the town to make its

own conditions. Honourable terms

being allowed, a surrender was

made, and Colonel Ripley's regi-

ment was stationed to guard the

property of the citizens from depre-
dation. The faithfulness with

which this honourable duty was

discharged, may be tested by an

instance of gratitude, exercised at

a subsequent period to one of the

officers of it. In the performance
of this and other labours, the regi-
ment remained on duty seventy
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hours without sleep, and with little

refreshment of any sort.

On the thirtieth, the army re-

embarked for the assault of Fort

George ; on arriving on shipboard
it was detained and greatly endan-

gered by a long and severe storm,

which, with other delays, prevented
its reachins; its destination until the

twenty-seventh of May, when Fort

George was assaulted and taken.

Colonel Ripley being stationed with

the reserve, his participation in the

action was not considerable.

Thetwent}
T
-first regiment having

taken the field in the spring with

inferior numbers, and having been

diminished by the enemy and by
sickness, Colonel Ripley was or-

dered to return with the remnant
of it to Sackett's Harbour, and
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there organize the large body of

recruits that had been collected

during the preceding winter. On
the third of June, he embarked from

Fort George, and after an ordinary

passage arrived at Oswego, where
he was detained a short time by an

indisposition contracted from a

camp life. On the eleventh, he

reached Sackett's Harbour, where
the disorder, which had been for a

considerable time latent, could no

longer be controlled, and threat-

ened him with its most alarming
effects. Previous fatigue, exposure,

privation, and incessant exertion,

rendered the attack lono; and dan-

gerous ; he, however, surmounted

it, so as on the fifteenth of July to

assume the active duties of his rank.

From the number and rawness
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of his levies he had the same
course to pursue as in the previous
winter, and he again prosecuted it

with the most successful result.

During a period of three months,
the regiment was employed in an
incessant course of instruction ;

the drill, general discipline, and

police were carried to their highest

perfection ;
and on the sixteenth of

October, when the army made a

rendezvous at Sackett's Harbour,

preparatory to the descent of the

St. Lawrence, the exertions of the

colonel of the twenty-first were
rewarded bv finding; himself at the

head of the most numerous and
best regiment in the service.

On the sixteenth of October, the

army embarked for Grenadier

Island, the point of reunion for the
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several corp . Of the several

disasters resulting from the storm

immediately after embarkation, the

twenty*first partook an equal share.

In the descent of the St. Lawrence

nothing material occurred beyond
the difficulties of the mode of ad-

vancing, until their arrival at Wil-

liamsburgh, and the action of

Chrystler's field, the particulars of

which irregular combat were as

follows : On the night of the tenth

of November, the main body of the

army was encamped at the town
and field above-mentioned, the

field being a large opening on the

margin of the St. Lawn nee, skirt-

ed by a wood forming a semicircle

round the one side and bounded by
the river on the other. Early in

the morning of the eleventh, a fire

11
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of musketry, more than usually-

heavy, was heard from the enemy,
hanging in the rear

;
a small force

was detached from General Swart-

wout's brigade to meet and bring
him to action. The body selected

for this service consisted of part of

the twenty-first regiment, which

ranged through the wood, thinking
that the enemy lay there, and con-

sisted but of a few light troops.
While driving in the skirmishers,
which was done for the space of a

mile, the scouts suddenly reported
that . the enemy was formed in the

field, on which the regiment imme-

diately pushed from the wood, and

entered the opening at a short dis-

tance from where the British ad-

vance appeared in line, consisting
of the forty-ninth and Glengary
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regiments, the main body in view,
distant about a mile. Colonel

Ripley immediately ranged his

force on their left flank and com-
menced the action by a sharp fire

of musketry.
The ground between the two

bodies was intersected by ravines

and fences, over which a severe

contest ensued, first of musketry,
and afterwards with the bayonet.
The twenty-first twice charged the

united forty-ninth and Glengary,
when in both cases the latter,

though superior in number, gave
way, abandoning precipitately one
fence to take post behind another,
until their arrival on the main

body. At one moment of the ad-

vance, Colonel Ripley overleaped
a fence first and alone, and from
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the side nearest to the enemy called

to his men, who rarely needed an

encouragement so hazardous to

their commander. During the

time that the twenty-first was thus

engaged, a body under General

Covington advanced and threat-

ened the enemy's right, on which
he had planted his cannon. The
action for a moment assumed a

prosperous appearance; the twenty-
first, acting on the enemy's left

flank and part centre, and Coving-
ton's brigade advancing toward the

right, caused the enemy for awhile

to fall back ; but this appearance
was soon reversed by the fall

of General Covington, and with

him the spirit and nerve of his

brigade; it broke before the fire of

the enemy's artillery, and in its
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dispersion sought shelter behind

the ranks of the twenty-first, which,

though still engaged, remained un-

shaken. The sixteenth regiment
followed the unfortunate example
of Covington's brigade.

It was the fault of this action

that it was fought detachedly. At-

tempts which, had they been simul-

taneous, would have won the day,
were made in so distant a detail,

that one arm of the force seemed

to arrive but to witness the frustra-

tion of the efforts of another. Four

pieces of artillery were planted so

as to enfilade the enemy's line on

its right flank
;

but being posted
without the reach of support, the

enemy, after the dispersion of Co-

vington's brigade, wheeled part of

his line into column to attack them.
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At this moment the twenty-fifth
was in a ravine disordered, and in

various parts of the field detached

bodies supported a desultory action

with little object or effect. Seeing
this and the defenceless state of the

artillery, Colonel Ripley marched

immediately in a diagonal line

across the field, with a determina-

tion to support it, and arrived in

time to throw himself between it

and the advancing columns. A
body of dragoons was ordered to

check the advance, but the nature

of the ground rendered their charge
ineffectual, and it was not retarded

until it was driven back by the fire

of the twenty-first. After this the

action continued but for a short

time ; it began without view to an

object, and ended without the at-
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tainment of any ;
the British being

contented with holding their own

ground, and the Americans being

everywhere, except the twenty -first,

in confusion, the firing ceased as

if by mutual consent; the cannon

were removed, excepting one, which

had been dismounted, and Colonel

Ripley was ordered to return to

camp, where the army held the

same position as in the morning.
Negative as was the result of

this action, and unfortunate the

course of it, the character of the

twenty-first was most honourably

tested; it had twice charged and

broken the enemy, it had borne a

fire so severe as to destroy nearly

a quarter of its number, but had

never been in the slightest degree

disordered. A few days after the
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action, the commandino; general
was induced to abandon the at-

tempt on Montreal
; the army

recrossed the St. Lawrence and
went into winter-quarters, having
made many expeditions to but par-
tial purpose, and invaded Canada

only to retire from it.

At this period the war and the

arms of the United States assumed
their most untoward aspect. Col-

lisions between the generals dis-

heartened the armv, and disgusted

the nation
;
of the extravagant pre-

tensions entertained, none had been

realized ;
disasters already encoun-

tered seemed to have sown the seeds

of their own return
;

with these

feelings the army went into uncom-

fortable winter-quarters, the past
enlivened by no success, the future
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by but little hope. Colonel Ripley
made immediate exertions to quar-

ter his men advantageously, and

succeeded in so doing in half the

time taken for that purpose by any
other officer. In the month of

February, the army broke up from

French Mills to proceed to Sackett's

Harbour, to arrange for the cam-

paign of the ensuing summer.

Previously to entering on a period

which is to give a new character

and lustre to our arms, let us exa-

mine the outline of operation most

likely to have been pursued, as

likewise that which really was

pursued. In the long line of con-

tact between us and our neighbour-

ing enemy, the advantage is mani-

festly on our side. While we are

enabled to bring to any assailed
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point of our line a supporting force

from any quarter, the enemy,
having no interior, is obliged to

assist one point of his by a draft

from another; the continuity of

that line being broken, the part

above, unsupported by that below,
falls of itself. For instance, the

grand places of the enemy's deposit
were Montreal and Quebec ; the

line he had to supply and defend

with the stores of these depots, ex-

tended from the latter garrison to

the upper lakes
;

to convey from

the one point to the other he had

but one line of march, and that the

river St. Lawrence or its borders,

and Lake Ontario or its shores.

Had we in the commencement of

the war broken this chain of com-

munication, by a position taken at
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any point on the St. Lawrence be-

tween Lake St. Francis and Kings-

ton, or even by retaining York,
which was once in our hands, the

whole conflict would have assumed

a different character
;

to have sub-

dued the whole upper province, we
had but to act defensively ;

as the

very possession of a post so as-

sumed, induced necessarily the fall

of a territory that could neither be

supplied nor supported. The rude

state of the country adjacent to the

upper borders of the Ottawa forbid

the substitution of that river for the

St. Lawrence ; by the possession
therefore often square miles, on the

banks of the latter, the fleets on On-
tario and Erie need never have been

built, nor the nation have endured

the disgraceful fate ofGeneral Hull.
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In the spring of 1814 it was con-

fidently expected that this course,

although tardy, would still be as-

sumed. Of the two divisions, the

one at Sackett's Harbour, the other

at Plattsburgh, a junction might
have been formed near the centre

of the two points ; with these an
incursion might have been made in

a body, in numerical force treble

that which actually did invade, and
the enterprise have adjoined to the

lustre of a military display an im-

mediate political effect. Instead of

this, six thousand men were kept
at a point not then expected to be

assailed, and a detached part of the

enemy's territory invaded by three

thousand three hundred men, which

territory, being destitute both of

political and military resource,
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could have afforded no advantage
even if retained. The subsequent
achievements of this smaller force

blinded, with the blaze of its glory,
the public eye as to anything be-

yond glory. Like the English, we
considered war as a play of chi-

valry, rather than a political engine,
and in the brilliancy of successful

battles forgot that they produced
no result.

These ideas are suggested from

a conviction of their having been

consonant to the views of Colonel

Ripley : his being but the com-
mander of a regiment, and not im-

mediately connected with the head

of the war department, prevented a

public declaration of them.

A short time after its arrival at

Sackett's Harbour, the army was
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put in motion for the Niagara fron-

tier. Colonel Ripley was detached

on duty to Albany, and having

performed it, repaired to the camp
at Buffalo on the tenth of April.
On the fifteenth of that month he

was created brigadier-general, and

on the fourth of May took leave of

the corps of his own training, the

twenty-first regiment.
General Ripley's command was

not at first augmented by his in-

creased rank. The division of the

army under General Brown con-

sisted of two brigades, of which

General Scott commanded the first,

General Ripley the second. The

ninth, eleventh, and twenty-fifth
were assigned to the former, while

the latter had but his own remment :

at a subsequent period one com-
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pany from the seventeenth, another

from the nineteenth, and finally an

undisciplined-battalion of the twen-

ty-third were added. From the

fourth of May the army pursued
its usual routine of instruction

until the third of July, when it

commenced the passage of the Ni-

agara, and invaded the province of

Upper Canada. At about one or

two o'clock of the morning of that

day, the two brigades embarked
from Buffalo ; that of General

Scott about one mile below Fort

Erie, that of General Ripley a little

more than that distance above.

]
The investment of the fort was
made in the morning, and the gar-
rison surrendered without resist-

ance.

On the night of the third, the
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army lay at Black Rock
;
on the

morning of the fourth, it advanced

to the risht bank of Street's creek,

and there encamped. The enemy,
under General Riall, lay about two
miles distant, in an intrenched

camp behind the Chippewa. Dur-

ing the course of the fourth, pickets
and advance parties skirmished on

the ground lying between the creek

and the river. Throughout that

and the succeeding day, the army
was drawn up in three lines

; the

first brigade in the front, facing
Street's bridge, the second in the

second line, and General Porter's

volunteers, who had lately joined
the army, in the third.

On the morning of the fifth,

General Brown detached a portion
of General Porter's volunteers to
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drive back a body of the enemy's
light troops and Indians that infest-

ed a wood on the left. About

mid-day Generals Brown and Rip-

ley were in advance of the encamp-
ment to ascertain the effect of this

attempt, when it was observed that

the firing, which had been irregu-
lar and receding, from the circum-

stance of the enemy's being driven

back, changed into a regular,

heavy platoon discharge. General

Ripley immediately stated that the

enemy must have crossed the river,

and were engaged with General
Porter's advance. General Scott,

who soon after joined them, and
whose brigade was then formed,
was ordered to advance over the

bridge and be ready for action.

The fact proved the correctness of

12
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the first opinion. General Riall

had left his fortified camp and ad-

vanced to possess himself of the

left bank of Street's creek, in order

to dislodge us from the right.
General Scott had scarcely ad-

vanced when the enemy appeared
in line, and the brilliant action

ensued, too well known, and too

justly celebrated, to need descrip-
tion. During the time that the

first brigade was engaged, the

second was formed in line of bat-

tle, and General Ripley solicited

General Brown to allow him to

pass the left of the first brigade,
turn the enemy's right, and, taking
a position in his rear, cut off his

retreat to Chippewa bridge. Had
this been complied with in the

early part of the action, it is proba-
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ble that none of the enemy would

have escaped ;
but General Brown

seeing our volunteers fall back

from the wood, that skirted the left

of the field, was apprehensive that

an attempt was to be made by the

enemy in that quarter, and detained

the second brigade in order to

resist it. At length the wished-for

order was given, and General Rip-

ley advanced rapidly toward the

enemy's right: the action, however,
was too far advanced to admit of

any effect from it. The enemy
retired in such rapid and confused

precipitation across the Chippewa,
that no attempt to impede his flight

could prove effectual. Everything
that could not be moved in haste

was abandoned, and the enemy,
retreating into his intrenchments,
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left us the undisturbed possession
of the ground in front of them.

On the night of the fifth the

army returned to its encampment
at Street's creek, and there lay
until the eighth, when the determi-

nation was formed to dislodge
Riall from his intrenchment. For
this purpose General Ripley was
detached with his brigade to reach

a point on the Chippewa, two or

three miles above the enemy's
works ; from the camp to this

point he was to cut a road for

artillery, and on his arrival at it to

throw a bridge across the river and

attack the position in flank. The
first part of this duty was performed
in secrecy ;

the road was made

during the day, and the artillery

brought up to cover the artificers,
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who had commenced the construc-

tion of the bridge ; the movement

being then discovered, a body of

the enemy appeared on the opposite
bank and commenced a cannonade,
which was so promptly returned,

that the detachment was recalled,

and General Riall, foreseeing an

attack in front and flank, abandoned

his camp, which our troops entered

the same evening. On the suc-

ceeding day, the army marched to

Queenstown. General Riall re-

treated to Ten and Twelve-mile

creeks, and scoured the country in

every direction, to make a levy en

masse of militia. On our arrival

at Queenstown, a consultation was

held respecting future operations,
when General Ripley strenuously

proposed an immediate march on
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Riall, either to follow up the blow
of Chippewa by another as decisive,

or to force him from the peninsula

by a precipitate retreat. This was

opposed, and an attack on Fort

George substituted in its stead.

This General Ripley most vigor-

ously contested. As Fort George
was a detached point, impeding
neither advance nor retreat, nor

commanding any resources bevond
the range of its own guns, the pos-
session of it could not be a primary
object of the campaign. To attack

it a march must be made at right

angles to an increasing and con-

centrating force of the enernv, to

which, by such a movement, all

our rear would be exposed ;
to

hold it would be but to give us an

unimportant line along the river ;
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to march after its reduction toward

the enemy would be to give him
time to increase and recover from

the effect of the battle of Chippewa ;

whereas to drive from the peninsula
an army already beaten, would

throw the country about Fort

George into our possession, and

that fortress itself whenever our

arms need be turned against it.

Notwithstanding these arguments,
it was resolved to march on Fort

George, which, after a delay often

days, was commenced. On ar-

rival, the impossibility was demon-
strated of taking it by a coup de

main, and an apprehension of what

had been previously stated (the

enemy's falling on our rear) drew

the army back to Queenstown on

the twenty-second of July, and on
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the twenty -fourth to Chippewa,
without any result from the victory

Ix^ond the re-occupation of the

ground.
On the nicrht of the twentv-fourth

the army lay at its encampment on

the right bank of the Chippewa.
As the succeeding day produced
the most memorable battle during
the war, and, from its sanguinary

obstinacy, one of the most remark-

able of any period, the circum-

stances of it require a minute rela-

tion, the more so, as they have on

different occasions been differently

narrated.

During the course of the twenty-

fifth, a picket stationed beyond the

Chippewa reported the advance of

a small party of the enemy on the

Niagara road ;
a short time after
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which it was understood at head-

quarters, that several columns had

been thrown across the river to

Lewiston, to proceed toward

Schlosser, to seize on our wound-

ed and baggage. To make a

demonstration, that should draw

them back, General Scott Mas

ordered to move toward Queens-
town. At about four o'clock the

brigade moved out of camp, leaving,

however, the remnant of the army
ignorant of its destination, it being
understood that it advanced merely
for the customary exercise ofparade
and drill. About two hours after

its departure, a fire of musketry
was heard, on which General

Ripley immediately formed his

brigade, to be in readiness for an

emersencv of which he had not
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been apprised ; scarcely was it

ranged when the increased fire of

musketry, accompanied by heavy
discharges of artillery, announced
the unexpected certainty of General

Scott's being engaged. Shortly
afterwards an order arrived from

General Brown, directing him to

advance. The brigade was then

pushed forward with the utmost

rapidity, when, after an advance

of nearly three miles, being;; then

half a mile in the rear of the action,

and darkness coming on, General

Ripley despatched an aid (Captain,
afterwards Major M'Donald) to in-

quire of General Brown in what

quarter his support was wanted.

While in search of General Brown,
his aid, Captain Spencer, was met

bearing orders to General Ripley
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to form on the skirts of a wood on

the right of the first brigade, then

most gallantly engaged. The se-

cond brigade, pursuing its rapid

motion to gain this position, opened
to itself a view of the action. The

enemy was posted on an eminence,

his artillery in the centre, and from

it, and a long line of infantry,

poured on the first brigade an

annihilating; fire : that brigade had

held position in direct front of the

enemy, distant less than a hundred

yards, a hollow way intervening ;

the action had continued nearly two

hours, during which an attempt to

turn our left had been repulsed, but

no advance had been made on the

enemy's line, which, from its supe-
rior position beyond the reach of

material annoyance from our artil-
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lery, kept up so deadly a fire that

the first brigade, even before the

arrival of the second, was sinking,

nay, had sunk under the effect of

it. From the line of the brigade,
must be excepted the twenty-fifth

regiment, under command of Ma-

jor, now General Jessup, which

being thrown on the enemy's right

flank, captured General Riall, and

performed other acts of heroism,

reflecting the most unfading honour

on that body and its gallant com-
mander.

In this state of things, the fire

of the first brigade being silenced,

for the second to remain in its pre-
sent situation, was but to reserve a

similar fate for itself, and thus

destroy the army in detail. Gene-

ral Ripley perceived that to range
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on the right of General Scott would,
instead of relieving that officer,

throw his own corps out of ac-

tion, and leave the one he should

support to certain annihilation.

The exigency of the moment,

therefore, induced him to assume

the responsibility of acting solely
from his own judgment; he saw
that the first brigade was to be

saved only by the intervention of a

line between it and the enemy ;

and that to avoid the fate of that

brigade, the position of that line

was not to be preserved, but that

the second brigade must be preci-

pitated on the enemy's centre, to

drive him from his artillery, on

which, as a hinge, the fortune of

the day was to turn. Assuming
this fearful responsibility, he de.
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spatched Captain M'Donald to

General Brown to inform him that

his order for formation could not

be adhered to, but that the enemy's
line and battery would be imme-

diately attacked. At the same
instant he formed the twenty-first

regiment under command of the

gallant Colonel (afterwards Gene-

ral) Miller, to attack the cannon in

direct line in front, the twenty-third

angularly in flank to charge a

heavy body of infantry supporting
the cannon on the left, and, after

giving his favourite twenty-first an

injunction to " remember their old

colonel," pushed both corps upon
the enemy. The twenty -third,

which, from its less disciplined

state, he led in person, faltered

from a destructive fire received at
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its onset
;

it was formed by his

exertion, under a fire not less se-

vere, and again led to the charge.
The two bodies struck the enemy's
line at nearly the same moment,
the twenty-first falling immediately
upon the cannon, the twenty-third
on the infantry supporting it. At
this moment of confusion, it is

scarcely possible to do justice to

many individuals most honourably
engaged. Colonel Miller, to whom
the sole charge of the attack in

front was intrusted, evinced that

unconquerable gallantry which is

identified with his name and cha-
racter. The whole twenty-first
was animated by but one spirit,
and that of the noblest sort. Lieu-
tenant Cilley, commanding an ad-
vance company of that regiment,

13
~"
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threw himself among the enemy's
ranks, sabred with his own hand
an artillerist while applying a

match, and fell wounded bv the

side of a cannon which his gallant-

ry had gained. The conduct of

the twenty-third, with which the

general was in person, was not less

glorious ;
after the fall of Major

M'Farland, the command devolved

on Major Brooke, who led his bat-

talion directly on the body of the

enemy he was to charge, drove it

before him, and formed a junction
with Colonel Miller, then severely

pressed, on the summit of the emi-

nence. The contest was for the

moment of the fiercest and most

sanguinary description. The in-

fantry were driven back, the

artillerists bayoneted at their
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pieces, his own battery turned upon
the enemy, and the line of the

second brigade formed in front of
it. This most vigorous and deci-

sive movement changed the wholeCD

character of the day. While the

columns were in motion for the

charge, General Ripley had the

satisfaction to learn that General
Brown approved of his alteration,
and met that general himself, while

arranging the troops for the ad-

vance.

The line being thus formed on
CD

the heights, the second brigade
retained its position ; the first regi-

ment, which had just been brought
up, and General Porter's volunteers,

ranged themselves on its left
;
the

twenty-fifth, its own brigade being
in the rear, was at right angles on
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the right ;
and between the twenty-

fifth and twenty-third, Major (after-
wards Colonel) Hindmart's artillery.

In this order was the line under

command of General Ripley, when
the enemy condensed his force

and turned the whole weight of it

to recover his lost position. Pre-

viously to his advance, General

Ripley had despatched an aid to

General Brown, to inform him of

the result of his charge, and re-

quest the removal of the captured

artillery. The latter declined an

immediate removal, but rode to

General Ripley's position, which

he shortly afterwards left to ascer-

tain that of General Scott, and the

former officer prepared himself to

receive the approaching assault.

As the enemy was now advancing
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under cover of the darkness, Ge-
neral Ripley gave orders that the

fire should be retained until that of
the assailants was received, in

order that ours might be made
more deadly by being directed by
the light of his. In a few moments
he advanced to within a distance

often or twelve paces, and, from a
line far outflanking ours, poured in

one continued blaze of musketry :

this was promptly answered by our

troops, and, at this short distance,
a tremendous conflict commenced :

for the space of twenty minutes an
incessant gleam of light was emit-

ted from both lines
;

sections mu-

tually recoiled where the severity
of the fire was most excessive ;

those on our side were inspirited
and brought again to the charge by
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the personal exertion of General

Ripley, and such a vigour infused

in their resistance, that the enemy
was forced back in confusion and
fell to the bottom of the hill.

During the short period that in-

tervened between this charge and a

subsequent repetition of it, the first

brigade was forming itself in the

rear of the second, and at the mo-
ment when the two lines were in

their second encounter, General

Scott passed his corps through an

opening in the one before it, to

throw himselfupon the enemy, then

engaged in a vigorous discharge of

musketry. This charge having an
unsuccessful result, he was thrown

along General Ripley's line, be-

tween the fires of the opposing
columns, and obliged to re-form on
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the left. From this point he again
advanced to the attack of the

enemy's right flank, but being

again compelled to fall back, he

left his brigade on the left and

pushed along the line to the ex-

treme rio-ht, where he was wound-

ed with one of his own regiments,
the twenty-fifth. At nearly the

same time General Brown was

wounded, while engaged in the re-

formation of General Scott's bri-

gade. The enemy's second charge

being repulsed, the line formed by
General Ripley on the eminence

still retained its position ;
it was

now near midnight, and the enemy
being reinforced, advanced to his

third and most vigorous effort.

The same deadly assault was

made, which in like manner was
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frustrated and forced back. Many
of the enemy's troops being fresh,

and ours exhausted, this charge
was most severely felt. Sections

on the right and left gave way ;

the enemy mingled himself with

our ranks
; two of our guns were

from necessity spiked by their own
officers, and confusion seemed to

be prevailing ;
but being inspirited

by the exertions of its officers and

commander, and by the firmness

of the twenty-first regiment in the

centre, the line was preserved, and
the enemy again, and for the last

time, recoiled from it in confusion.

This charge destroyed the ene-

my's ability to repeat it
; he retired

from the disputed ground, his firing
ceased in every direction, and the

action seemed to have subsided,
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leaving the line under General

Ripley master of the field. Having
received no order from General

Brown to that effect, he shortly

after despatched of himself an order

to General Porter for a detachment

of volunteers to remove the cap-

tured artillery. The detachment

was made, but on arrival the pieces

were found in so dismantled a state,

and such had been the slaughter

of the horses, that to remove them

at that late hour was impracticable.

While employed in making the

attempt, a communication arrived

to General Ripley, informing him

of the wounds of Generals Brown

and Scott, and that the command
had devolved on him, accompanied

by an order to collect the wounded

and return to the encampment.
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The receipt of this order obliged

him instantly to detach the volun-

teers for the service first enjoined ;

they were immediately employed
in the collection of the wounded.

The darkness was now impene-

trable, and although the field, on

which were strewed our dead and

wounded, was ours, an enemy of

superior force was on its borders,

and of the measures which his late

discomfiture might induce him to

adopt we were necessarily ignorant.

Under these circumstances, Gene-

ral Ripley condensed the remnant

of our shattered force, and turned

it toward Chippewa. The remains

of the first brigade were formed by

Major (afterwards Colonel) Leaven-

worth ;
the volunteers by their own

leader, General Porter ;
with these
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and his own brigade the march to

the encampment was performed
with the same order and regularity
as it had been from it some few
hours before.

Such was the memorable battle

of Niagara. Of our slender force

engaged in it one-third were now
its wounded, dying, or dead vic-

tims. Its fault was, that it was

fought in detail
;

its excellence,
that the turning point of the battle

was ascertained
; that intrepidity

attained it, and a like intrepidity

supported it when attained. With-
out breaking the enemy's line and

seizing his artillery, our force

would have melted away before it ;

after a few hours' destruction, the

enemy might have swept away in

the morning the remnant that the
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carnage of the night had spared.
From this fate the seizure of the

position and artillery saved us, and
we inflicted on him what his supe-
rior strength might have enabled

him ta inflict on us. Could the

two brigades in the outset of the

action have acted in unison, in-

stead of the one being left in igno-
rance why the other marched, (as
was the case,) the one might have

averted the unproductive sacrifice

of the other. Could General Brown
have removed the cannon as

promptly as they were gained, the

charges of the enemy might have

been removed from that point, and
the trophies of victory secured. In

the re-formation of General Scott's

brigade, could he have led it to the

right of the line, to have acted on
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the enemy's advancing flank, in-

stead of obtruding it between a

double fire, its support might have
been of value and a fruitless loss

avoided. Could the whole have
been effected, the victory, as well

as the trophies of it, would have
been ours : the armv misjht have
remained on the field and defied

the enemy to dislodge it.

In this confined detail we have
been unable to dwell on the names
of Porter, Leavenworth, Hindman,
and others names too well known
as the property of their country to

need repetition. We refer to them
now not to swell a praise already
justly great, but, from their being
identified in personal friendship
with the subject of this memoir,
and joint partakers of the glory of
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that cause of which they were

mutually servants, the mention of

the one induces a like grateful re-

collection of the others.

Some time after midnight the

army arrived at its encampment,
when General Ripley waited on
General Brown, then wounded, in

his tent. The latter officer gave
orders that he should refresh the

troops, of which the whole com-
mand rested with him, march them
in the morning toward the field of

battle, and if the enemy appeared
there in force,

" to be governed

entirely by circumstances." All

these orders were executed. At

daybreak the army was arranged
and the march commenced, when
circumstances of the most positive
nature were made apparent, such
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as must have been in view in the

discretionary part of the order, and

in the full effect of which General

Ripley commenced and effected

the retreat that afterwards led him
to Fort Erie.

This retreat was to the army
what the charge of the second bri-

gade was to the battle each of

them of vital importance ;
the lat-

ter gaining the one, the former

preserving the other. On the two

events turn the triumph of our

arms
;
and if that triumph, by the

assurance it gave the enemy that

another campaign might gain what

that threatened, was one of the

causes of peace ;
to these two

events may we direct our gratitude ;

and for these is the nation indebted

to the subject of this memoir.
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To return to the detail we had

left. The troops, reduced to less

than sixteen hundred men, were
marched by General Ripley on the

twenty-sixth toward the field of

battle. Motion was commenced at

daybreak, but difficulties incidental

to the late losses prevented the ad-

vance before some time had been

spent in reorganization and ar-

rangement. The line of march

being assumed, and the Chippewa
crossed, General Ripley sent for-

ward Lieutenants Tappan of the

twenty-third, and Riddle of the

fifteenth, with their respective

commands, to reconnoitre the ene-

my's position, strength, and move-

ments. On examination he was
found in advance of his former

position, on an eminence, strongly
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reinforced, as had been asserted by
prisoners taken the preceding even-

ing ;
his flanks, resting on a wood

on one side, and on the river on
the other, defied being turned or

driven in
;

his artillery was plant-
ed so as to sweep the road

; besides

these advantages, he extended a

line nearly double in length to that

which could be displayed by our

troops.

To attack with two-thirds the

force of the preceding evening an

enemy thus increased, was an act

of madness that the first thought

rejected. The army was kept in

the field and in motion long enough
to be assured of the strength and

position of the enemy ;
that infor-

mation being confirmed, there re-

mained but one course to prevent

14
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that enemy from impeding a re-

treat, which, had he been vigilant,

he would previously have prevent-
ed. The army, therefore, imme-

diately retrograded, and the retreat

received the sanction of General

Brown previous to his crossing the

Niagara.
Beinor now left sole in command,

General Ripley pursued his retreat

across the Chippewa, the bridge of

which he destroyed, as likewise

everything that might aid the ene-

my's advance. On the night of

the twenty-sixth, the army lay
near Black Rock, and on the next

day reached Fort Erie. At this

position General Ripley determined

to make his stand against a force

which he presumed must now be

fast advancing ;
he therefore, him-
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self in person, marked out the lines

of defence and fortification. The
northern point he determined to be
Fort Erie, strengthened and extend-
ed toward the river, terminating in

a battery on the bank. From
Fort Erie southward the line was
made by intrenchments and abattis,
and extended, after making an an-

gle, to an eminence called Snake-
hill, which formed the southern

angle, on which a redoubt was to

be built; from thence eastwardly
to the lake a defence of abattis.

In the allotment of points to be

defended, and in the species of de-

fence, every assistance was received
from Majors Wood and M'Crea.

General Ripley had now a cer-

tainty of being attacked by an ene-

my much his superior;' and, in
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order to receive that attack, com-
menced a course of labours that

would now be deemed beyond the

reach of accomplishment. The
redoubts, abattis, intrenchments,
and traverses were instantly com-
menced. The ability of an army
in patience, vigour, and hardihood

was never more fully elicited
;
nor

can any monument of military ex-

ertion show a greater amount of

labour accomplished in a shorter

period, than can the works of Fort

Erie,' from the twenty-seventh of

July until the third of August. On
that day the enemy arrived before

it. The impediments given to his

advance by General Ripley when

retreating, had retarded his ap-

proach until that day. When he

arrived, it was but to witness that
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his opportunity had been lost. By
one or two days of previous ad-

vance, he might have found the

American army unintrenched and

exposed; he now found it in a

situation to defy him. Perceiving

that nothing was to be done by a

coup de main, the enemy drove in

our pickets and made a regular in-

vestment. His main camp he

planted about two miles distant,

and in front of it a line of partial

circumvallation extended around

our fortifications; it consisted of

two lines of intrenchmcnts sup-

ported by block-houses; in front

of these, and at. favourable points,

batteries, from which poured on

our encampment an incessant and

destructive fire. One battery in

particular enfiladed the works, and
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from this and the many others, no

part of them was secure. A few

days after the investment, General

Gaines arrived from Sackett's

Harbour, and being senior in rank,

assumed the command, although
without making an alteration in

any one point of General Ripley's

arrangement. That officer returned

to the command of his own bri-

gade, then stationed on the left,

and continued the system of vigi-

lance which the perilous situation

of the army required. About mid-

night of the fourteenth of August,
General Ripley perceived indica-

tions of an attack, which he had

been for some time anticipating.

Being assured by his own accurate

observation that he could not be

deceived, at about one o'clock of
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the morning of the fifteenth, he

ordered his brigade to be formed in

the lines, and despatched his aid,

Lieutenant (afterwards Captain)

Kirby, to communicate his assu-

rances to General Gaines. Scarce-

ly had that officer arrived at head-

quarters, when the firing of the

picket confirmed the validity of

General Ripley's impression.
Lieutenant Belknap, who com-

manded the picket, perceiving the

enemy's column approach through
the darkness, fired and retreated to

the works. The attack was im-

mediately made on Towson's bat-

tery, (Snakehill,) and the line from

thence to the lake ;
on the one part

with scaling ladders, on the other

with the bayonet. The assailants

were allowed to approach near to
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the works, when the fire from the

twenty-first and twenty-third regi-

ments, and the incessant blaze of
the battery, drove them back in

confusion, and without having
made the least impression. The
charge was again renewed on the

abattis between the battery and the

lake, which was again and in the

same manner frustrated. A third

and last attempt was made to pass
the point of the abattis, by wading
into the work by the lake

;
like the

other attempts, this also was de-

feated, and the part of the enemy
which survived the destruction to

which it had been exposed, fell

back in confusion from the works.

Throughout these several and va-

ried attacks from a force so over-

whelming, the second brigade
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evinced its accustomed discipline,

and its officers the high and gallant

spirit they held in common with

their leader. Reinforcements were

detached to different points, changes
of position made, new shapes of

the enemy's attacks foiled, and all

with undisturbed order and regu-

larity. While employed in this

manner on the left, the enemy's
attack on the right, a part deemed

the least vulnerable, was found

more effectual; he had succeeded

in making a lodgement in the bas-

tion, which was left to the defence

of artillery only, unsupported by

infantry, as had been the previous

custom. From this, however, he

was soon dislodged, and after a

dreadful repulse, all became as

tranquil on the right,
as it had
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previously become on the left.

When morning appeared, the flower

of the British army lay dead or

wounded before the American

works ;
the commanders of the

three assailing columns shared the

same fate, and of the force which

the last night thronged toward the

fortification, the miserable remains

of the greater part never returned

from it. The only prisoners taken

during the night, were made by a

sally ordered by General Ripley;

his position was deemed the weak-

est, the assault on it was the hea-

viest, his loss was the least of any

part of the force engaged, while he

inflicted on the enemy the greatest.

The enemy being foiled in his

attempt to assault, now directed his

sole attention toward the investment
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and cannonade, expecting to force

the abandonment of a position

which he could not attack. Bat-

teries were opened in every direc-

tion ; hot-shot, shells, and other

destructive implements were show-

ered into every part of it. Every

house, tent, and hut were perforated,

and many of our best soldiers de-

stroyed.

*

In front of the fortifica-

tion, the interval between the two

lines was the scene of daily skir-

mishes. On the twenty-eighth of

the same month, General Gaines

was wounded by the explosion of a

shell, and the command again

rested with General Ripley. On
the second of September, General

Brown reassumed his duties; but

fixing his head-quarters at Buffalo,

General Ripley remained in the
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same command. The like perils

and privations attended the army
until the seventeenth of September,
the day allotted for the sortie, which

terminated the siege.

The original plan of this brilliant

effort was said to have been sug-

gested by Major Wood of the engi-

neers, who fell in the attempt which

his genius had originated, without

reaping the laurels due to it. As
to the plan of operation, the volun-

teers under General Porter were to

make a detour through the woods

on the enemy's right, to throw

themselves on the flank and rear

of his intrenchments ;
the first bri-

gade, under General Miller, was to

move in direct line between two of

his batteries, and after advancing a

given distance, to divide and attack
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each of them in flank
;
the second

brigade, under General Ripley, was
to advance upon another point of

the batteries in direct front. The

gallantry with which this plan was
executed was tested by the result.

The batteries and intrenchmenis

were stormed and carried, and the

line of the American army formed

between those intrenchments and
the British main camp. At this

period General Brown sent to in-

form General Ripley that the com-
mand of the operations rested with

him. The line in front was then

protecting the detachments em-

ployed in the demolition of the

captured works, and General Rip-

ley now strengthened that line in

order to act on the enemy's camp
during the moment of panic. While
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formino; such arrangements, he was
struck bv a musket ball and fell,

as if dead, by the side of the gallant
Colonel Brooke of the twenty-third.

Shortly after his fall the troops re-

turned to their camp, whither the

general had been borne before them.

For some time after the wound he

remained insensible ; it was in the

most delicate and vital part of the

neck, and assumed a most alarm-

ing appearance. He was shortly
removed to the American side of

the river, and throughout a long
course of suffering his life was de-

spaired of. During this period of

pain and danger, there was by his

side one who had previously snared

his labours and privations, and now
like a ministering angel assuaged
his suffering.
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To this benign influence, he may
be considered indebted not only for

solace, but for the continuance of

life. After three months of painful

and dangerous confinement, his

convalescence commenced ;
in or-

der to render it perfect, he prepared
to leave the frontier, and, in the

month of January, 1815, quitted

camp for Albany. For more than

two years he had never been re-

moved from immediate service in

the army ;
he had contributed to

create it, had watched and fostered

its formation, and given it a direc-

tion when formed. He had been

with it in its disasters and disgrace,

to which his conduct had formed

an exception, and had led it in its

triumphs, of which he was a prin-

cipal cause.
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The subsequent close of active

operations affords no farther oppor-

tunity of mentioning different corps

of the army. Before parting, we

would give one word to the memory
of the twenty-first regiment. That

corps was raised, as we have stated,

in the state of Massachusetts, by
General, then Colonel Ripley, and

from him received all its training.

Throughout the war it was steady,

patient, and of a gallantry that has

spoken too loudly in deeds to re-

quire words. Its conduct at York

and Williamsburgh, scenes, the one

of less magnitude, the other of less

glory, its charge at Niagara, its

resistance at Fort Erie, its union of

both at the sortie, form a combina-

tion of all that military merit would

aspire to. It had seven times met
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the enemy in considerable engage-

ments ;
in every one of these seven

the enemy had been repulsed or

broken, and in almost every one by
its individual exertion.

After his arrival at Albany, it

was the first effort of General Rip-

ley's returning strength to put in

action the court of inquiry which

he had previously and for a long

time solicited. After various pre-

ventions it was at length convened,

but continued scarcely a sufficient

time to receive the testimony of a

single witness, when it was dis-

solved by an abrupt order from the

department of war. The country,

it seems, had taken the question

into its own hands ; Congress, by
its resolve, and the president by his

confirmatory opinion, had rendered

15
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nugatory an inquiry into a conduct

to which they had both conceded

the laurel. Relative to the more
immediate motives for the dissolu-

tion, various and severe opinions
were entertained. The country in

general, without judging whether

there might not be other considera-

tions, beyond those for General

Ripley personally, that prompted a

discontinuance of the inquiry, were

pleased that they no longer wit-

nessed the ungrateful and incongru-
ous idea of an officer arraigned for

gaining a battle and saving an army.
After the close of the war, Gene-

ral Ripley practised law with dis-

tinction in New Orleans until his

decease, which took place a few

years since.

THE END.
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Zebulon Montgomery Pike
was born at a place called Alama-

tunk, now by corruption Lamberton,
New Jersey, January 5, 1779.

His father, whose name was Zebu-

lon, was an officer in the army of

the United States at the time of his

son's birth, and never rose higher
than the rank of major. After

having received a common school

education, in early youth, Zebulon

Montgomery entered as a cadet

into a company then under his

father's command, in which he
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served some time on the United

States western frontiers. Thus, it

may be justly said, that he had
been almost nurtured a soldier from
his cradle. His deficiency of early
education was subsequently supplied

by close and ardent study ;
hence

he became a proficient in the Latin,

French, and afterwards in the

Spanish language, and was skilled

in the mathematical and astronomi-

cal sciences, the fruits of industrious

application.
A short lapse of time intervened,

when the commission of ensign and
afterwards of lieutenant in the first

regiment of the United States in-

fantry, was given him. Spurning
idleness in the calm of peace, he

devoted his time to the acquisition
of useful knowledge. But he pant-
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ed for glory and martial renown.

He seemed to be imbued with a

spirit not ill suited to the chivalric

notions of the middle ages.
In March, 1801, he married a

Miss Clarissa Brown, of Cincinnati,

Kentucky, who bore him several

children.

Amon other habits of mental

discipline, Pike had a practice of

inserting upon the blank pages of

some favourite volume such striking
maxims of morality, or sentiments

of honour, as occurred in his read-

ing, or were suggested by his own
reflections. He used a small edition

of Dodsley's
"
Economy of Human

Life," for this purpose. Soon after

his marriage, he presented this vo-

lume to his wife. An extract from

one of the manuscript pages of this
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volume was published in a periodi-
cal work soon after his death. It

was written as a continuation of the

article " Sincerity," and is strongly-
characteristic of the author.

" Should my country call for the

sacrifice of that life which has been

devoted to her service from early

youth, most willingly shall she re-

ceive it. The sod which covers the

brave shall be moistened by the

tears of love and friendship ; but if

I fall far from my friends, and from

you, my Clara, remember that
' the choicest tears which are ever

shed, are those which bedew the

unburied head of a soldier,' and,
when these lines shall meet the

eyes of our young ,
let the

pages of this little book be impressed
on his mind, as the gift of a father
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who had nothing to bequeath but

his honour ;
and let these maxims

be ever present to his mind as he

rises from youth to manhood :

" 1. Preserve your honour free

from blemish !

" 2. Be always ready to die for

your country ! Z. M. Pike.

Kaskaskis, Indiana territory."

On the old peace establishment

of our army, then composed only

of a few regiments, and employed

altogether in garrisoning a few

frontier posts, promotion was slow,

and the field of action limited and

obscure. For several years, Lieu-

tenant Pike panted in vain for an

opportunity of gratifying that " all-

ruling passion," which, to use his

own words,
"
swayed him irresisti-
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bly to the profession of arms, and

the pursuits of military glory.''

At length, in 1805, a new career

of honourable distinction was open-
ed to this active and aspiring youth.
Soon after the purchase of Louisi-

ana, the government of the United

States determined upon taking
measures to explore their new ter-

ritory, and that immense tract of

wilderness included within its limits.

Besides ascertaining its geographi-
cal boundaries, it was desirable to

acquire some knowledge of its soil,

and natural productions ;
of the

course of its rivers and their fitness

for the purpose of navigation, and

other uses of civilized life
;

and

also to gain particular information

of the numbers, character, and

power of the tribes of Indians who
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inhabited this territory, and their

several dispositions towards the

United States. With these views,

while Captains Lewis and Clarke

were sent to explore the unknown
sources of the Missouri, Pike was

despatched on a similar expedition
for the purpose of tracing the Mis-

sissippi to its head.

On the ninth of August, 1805,
Pike accordingly embarked at St.

Louis, and proceeded up the Mis-

sissippi, with twenty men, in a stout

boat, provisioned for four months ;

but they were soon obliged to leave

their boats, and proceed on their

journey by land, or in canoes,
which they built and carried with

them on their march, after leaving
their large beat. Pike's own jour-

nal has been for some time before
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the public, and affords a much
more satisfactory narrative of the

expedition than the narrow limits

of a work of this kind can allow.

For eight months and twenty days
this adventurous soldier and his

faithful band were almost continu-

ally exposed to hardship and peril ;

depending for provisions upon the

precarious fortunes of the chase ;

enduring the most piercing cold;

and cheerfully submitting to the

most constant and harassing toils.

They were sometimes, for days

together, without food, and they

frequently slept without cover on

the bare earth, or the snow, during
the bitterest inclemency of a north-

ern winter. During this voyage,
Pike had no intelligent companion

upon whom he could rely for any
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sort of advice or aid, and he liter-

ally performed the duties of astro-

nomer, surveyor, commanding
officer, clerk, spy, guide, and hunt-

er; frequently preceding the party
for many miles, in order to recon-

noitre, or rambling for whole days
in search of deer or other game for

provision ; and then returning to

his men in the evening, hungry and

fatigued, he would sit down in the

open air, to copy by the light of a
fire the notes of his journey, and to

plot out the courses of the next day.
Within two months after his re-

turn from this expedition, Pike was
selected by General Wilkinson for

a second perilous journey of hard-

ship and adventure. The principal

purpose of this expedition was, like

that of the former, to explore the
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interior of Louisiana. He was di-

rected to embark at St. Louis, with

the Osage captives, (about forty in

number,) who had been rescued

from their enemies, the Potowato-

mies, by the interference of our

government, and to transport them
to the principal village of their na-

tion ; and he was instructed to take

this opportunity to bring about

interviews between the different

savage nations, and to endeavour to

assuage animosities, and establish

a permanent peace among them.

He was, after accomplishing these

objects, to continue his route into

the interior, and to explore the

Mississippi and its tributary streams,

especially the Arkansas and Red

river, and thus to acquire such geo-

graphical information as might
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enable government to enter into

definitive arrangements for a bound-

ary line between our newly-ac-

quired territory and North Mexico.

In the course of this second

journey, our adventurous soldier,

after "leaving the Osage village,

encountered hardships, in compari-

son of which the severities of his

former journey seemed to him ease

and luxury.
Winter overtook the party un-

provided with any clothing fit to

protect them from cold and storms.

Their horses died, and for weeks

they were obliged to explore their

way, on foot, through the wilder-

ness, carrying packs of sixty or

seventy pounds weight, besides

their arms, exposed to the bitterest

severity of the cold, relying solely
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on the produce of the chase for

subsistence, and often, for two or

three days, altogether without food.

Amidst these distresses, after a

three months winter's march, they

explored their way to what they

supposed to be the Red river.

Here they were met by a party of

Spanish cavalry, by whom Pike

was informed, to his great astonish-

ment, that they were not on the

Red river, but on the Rio del

Norte, and in the Spanish territory.
All opposition to this force would
have been idle, and he reluctantly
submitted to accompany the Spa-
niards to Santa Fe, to appear be-

fore the governor. Though, to his

great mortification, his expedition
was thus broken off, all hardship
was now at an end. He was
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treated on the road with great

respect and hospitality, though

watched and guarded with much

jealousy ;
but he still insisted on

wearing his sword, and that his

men should retain their arms. In-

deed, it was his resolution, had he

or any of his people been ill used,

to surprise the guard, carry off

their horses, and make the best of

their way to Apaches.
When he arrived at Santa Fe,

his whole dress was a blanket coat,

blue trowsers, moccasins, and a

scarlet cloth cap lined with a fox

skin ;
his men were in leather coats,

with leggings, &c, and had not a

hat in the whole party. But he

appeared before the governor with

his usual spirit,
and insisted on

being treated with the respect due

16
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to an American officer. From
Santa Fe he was sent to the capital

of the province of Biscay, to be

examined by the commandant-

general, where he was well received

and entertained for some time;

after which he was sent on his way
home, under the escort of a strong

party of horse. He arrived with

his little band at Natchitoches, on

the first of July, 1807.

The most vexatious circumstance

attending this unexpected sequel to

the expedition, was the seizure of

all his papers, except his private

journal, by the Spanish govern-
ment. He had been fitted out with

a complete set of mathematical and

astronomical instruments, and had

made frequent and accurate obser-

vations. He had thus ascertained
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the geographical situation of the

most important points with much

precision, and had collected mate-

rials for an accurate map of a great

part of the country which he tra-

versed. The seizure of these

papers is a real loss to the cause of

science. It is, however, in perfect

conformity to that narrow and pur-

blind policy, which the old Spanish

government uniformly manifested

in the administration of its colonies.

Pike, upon his return, received

the thanks of the government; a

committee of the House of Repre-
sentatives expressed their high sense

of his "
zeal, perseverance, and in-

telligence," and the administration,

much to its honour, bestowed upon
him a more solid testimony of

approbation, by a rapid promotion
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in the army. He was immediately
appointed captain, shortly after a

major, and, upon the further en-

largement of the army, in 1810, a
colonel of infantry.

During the intervals of his mili-

tary duties, he prepared for the

press a narrative of his two expedi-
tions, accompanied by several va-

luable original maps and charts.

This was published in 8vo, in

1810. The work is rather over-

loaded with unnecessary detail, and
the language is careless and often

inaccurate; the last fault is, how-

ever, in a great measure to be attri-

buted to several disadvantageous
circumstances under which the

work went to press, while the au-

thor was at a distance, engaged in

public service. Still it is sufficient-
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ly evident that the volume is not

the composition of a scholar. But
it bears the strongest marks of an

acute, active, busy mind, unaccus-

tomed to scientific arrangement or

speculation, but filled with a variety
of knowledge, all of a useful, prac-
tical kind. Though entirely unac-

quainted with botany, zoology, and

mineralogy, as sciences, Pike had
a liberal curiosity, which taught
him to look upon every object with

the eye of a philosopher, and to

despise no sort ofknowledge, though
he might not himself perceive its

immediate utility. Above all, the

narrative has that unstudied air of

truth which is so apt to evaporate

away in the processes of the book-

making traveller. It retains all the

clearness and freshness of first im-
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pressions, and we are never for a
moment left in doubt, whether the

writer and the traveller are the same

person.

Immediately after the declaration

of war, Pike was stationed with his

regiment upon the northern fron-

tier, and, upon the commencement
of the campaign of 1813, was ap-

pointed a brigadier-general. He
was selected for the command of
the land forces in an expedition

against York, the capital of Upper
Canada, and on the twenty-fifth of

April sailed from Sackett's Har-

bour, in the squadron commanded

by Commodore Chauncey. The

day before the expedition sailed, he
wrote a letter to his father, pro-

phetic of his fate.
"

I embark to-morrow in the
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fleet at Sackett's Harbour, at the

head of a column of 1500 choice

troops, on a secret expedition. If

success attends my steps, honour

and glory await my name
;

if de-

feat, still shall it be said that we
died like brave men, and conferred

honour, even in death, on the

American name.
" Should I be the happy mortal

destined to turn the scale of war,
will you not rejoice, O my father?

May heaven be propitious, and

smile on the cause of my country !

But if we are destined to fall, may
my fall be like Wolfe's to sleep
in the arms of victory."
On the twenty-seventh of April,

General Pike arrived at York, with

about seventeen hundred chosen

men, and immediately prepared to
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land. The spot which was select-

ed for landing was the site of an

old French fort called Torento, of

which scarcely any vestiges now
remain. The plan of attack was
formed by General Pike himself,

and clearly and minutely detailed

in his general orders, which were

directed to be read at the head of

every corps : every field-officer was
also directed to carry a copy of

them, in order that he might at any
moment refer to them, and give

explanations to his subordinates.

Everything was arranged, and

every probable exigency provided

for, with admirable method and

precision.
There is one paragraph of these

orders which is deeply stamped
with that unity of character so
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visible throughout all his actions
;

and which is, in truth, one of the

strongest marks of a powerful and

original mind.
" No man will load until order-

ed, except the light troops in front,

until within a short distance of the

enemy, and then charge bayonets ;

thus letting the enemy see that we
can meet them with their own wea-

pons. Any man firing or quitting

his post without orders must be

put to instant death, as an exam-

ple may be necessary. Platoon-

officers will pay the greatest atten-

tion to the coolness and aim of

their men in the fire; their regu-

larity and dressing in the charge.

The field-officers will watch over

the conduct of the whole. Courage
and bravery in the field do not
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more distinguish the soldier than

humanity after victory ;
and what-

ever examples the savage allies of

our enemies may have given us,

the general confidently hopes, that

the blood of an unresisting or yield-

ing enemy will never stain the

weapons of the soldiers of his col-

umn. Property must be held sa-

cred ;
and any soldier who shall

so far neglect the honour of his

profession as to be guilty of plun-

dering the inhabitants, shall, if con-

victed, be punished with^tleath.

But the commanding general as-

sures the troops, that should they

capture a large quantity of public

stores, he will use his best endea-

vours to procure them a reward

from his government."
As soon as the debarkation com-
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menced, a body of British grena-

diers was paraded on the shore,

and the Glengary Fencibles, a local

force which had been disciplined

with great care, and had repeatedly

proved itself fully equal to any

regular force, appeared at another

point. Large bodies of Indians

were also seen in different direc-

tions, while others filled the woods

which skirted the shore. General

Sheaffe commanded in person.

Forsyth's riflemen were the first

to land, and they effected their

purpose under a heavy fire of mus-

ketry and rifles from the Indians

and British. As soon as the fire

from the shore commenced, Major

Forsyth had ordered his men to

rest for a few moments upon their

oars, and return the fire. At this
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moment Pike was standing upon
the deck of his ship. He saw the

pause of his first division, and, im-

patient at the delay, exclaimed,
"

I can stay here no longer, come,

jump into the boat ;" and springing
into it, followed by his staff, was

immediately rowed into the thickest

of the fire.

The infantry had followed the

riflemen, and formed in platoons as

soon as they reached the shore.

General Pike took the command of

the first platoon which he reached,

and ordered the whole to prepare
for a charge. They mounted the

bank, and the enemy, after a short

conflict, broke at once, and fled in

disorder towards the works. At

that moment the sound of Forsyth's

bugles was heard, announcing his
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success at another point. Its effect

upon the Indians was almost elec-

trical ; they gave a horrible yell,

and fled in every direction.

The whole force being now

landed and collected, was again

formed and led on by General

Pike, in person, to attack the ene-

my's works. They advanced

through the woods, and after car-

rying one battery by assault, in

the most gallant manner, moved on

in columns towards the main work.

The fire of the enemy was soon

silenced by our artillery, and a flag

of surrender was expected, when a

terrible explosion suddenly took

place from the British magazine,
which had been previously prepared

for this purpose. Pike, after aiding

in removing a wounded man with
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his own hands, had sat down on

the stump of a tree with a British

sergeant, who had been taken, and

was employed with Captain Nichol-

son and one of his aids in examin-

ing the prisoner. The explosion

was tremendous; an immense

quantity of large stones were

thrown in every direction with

terrible force, and scattered destruc-

tion and confusion around among
our troops. The general, his aid,

Captain Nicholson, and the pri-

soner, fell together, all, except the

aid, mortally wounded. General

Pike was struck on the breast by a

heavy stone. Shortly after he re-

ceived the blow, he said to his

wounded aid,
" I am mortally

wounded! write to my friend

Duane, and tell him what you
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know of the battle, and to comfort

my wife." In the same broken

manner, he afterwards added seve-

ral other requests relating to his

private affairs.

The command devolved on Colo-

nel Pearce, of the sixteenth regi-

ment of infantry, who sent a flag

to the enemv, demanding an imme-

diate surrender at discretion. The

stipulation that private property
should be respected, was the only
condition asked, and was unhesi-

tatingly granted. The British

general and a part of his troops

previously escaped.
The troops were instantly formed

again after the explosion, and, as a

body of them passed by their

wounded general, he said,
" Push

on, brave fellows, and avenge your
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general."
While the surgeons

were carrying him out of the field,

a tumultuous huzza was heard

from our troops; Pike turned his

head with an anxious look of in-

quiry ;
he was told by a sergeant,

" The British union jack is coming

down, general,
the stars are going

up !" He heaved a heavy sigh, and

smiled. He was then carried on

board the commodore's ship, where

he lingered for a few hours. Just

before he breathed his last, the

British standard was brought to

him; he made a sign to have

it placed under his head, and ex-

pired without a groan !

His death was a great public

misfortune.

THE END.
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